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DIRKCTIVE FOR OPERATION OLYMPIC^'

Report loy the Joint Staff Planners

I 4 Plans and preparations for the invasion of Japan vere

directed in J.C-S, 1259/4. The attached directive^ prepared

pursuant to J.C.S. 1551> directs the execution of these plans

and preparations for the Initial operation (OLYMPIC).

2, The directive (Appendix) is agreed by the Joint Staff

Planners except for the wording of paragraph 1^(1) (page 7)

in which the pcinL in question is considered of sufficient impor^

tance to call it to the attention of the Chiefs of Staff. The

Plannox'^c recoirjnend the wording "•••and will coordinate his plans

with CIlCAFPAC-CINCSVPA‘s plan for the campaign on land.” The

Army Planner and Army A:!"’ Forces Planner recommend the wording

conformity with CINCAFPAC-CINCSWPA ' s plan for the campaign

on land .

“

3 . Thu Army Planner and Army Air Forces Planner consider that

OLYMPIC must be treated as a single, integrated operation, re-

quiring a single primary responsibility. They believe ib unsound

to treat tlie phases of OLYMPIC as separate and distinct matters.

Consldoring the OLYMPIC objoctivea, the battle in Kyushu is prim-

ary and all phases of the campaign must be built back from and

must be adjusted to support this battle. Accordingly, while

recognising CINCPAC’s responsibility for the naval and amphibious

phases of the campaign, they believe that the conduct of these

phases should be in conformity vrith CIKCAFPAC's over-all plan.

They cons'^der that their wording does not take away from CINCPAC

any poorer of decision v/hlch is inherent in his responsibility,

it is clearly recognized and standard practice that in joint

oporationc the Army commander must obtain concurrence of the Navy

commanuci’ in tho landing areas and in those portions of his battle

plan jlhvoIvo the Navy.

AbbreviaLiuns; C INCAP'PAC- -Commander in Chief, U.S. Army Forces, Pac if

V

CINCSWPA --Commander in Chief, Southwest Pacific Area

CINCPAC --Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet
CINCPOA --Commander in Chief, Pacific Ocean Areas

JCS l/:)l/^ Enclosure
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4. The Navy Planners consider that adequate integration of

the phases of the OLYMPIC operation is assured by directing

Admiral Nimitz to ''coordinate his plans*' for the naval and

amphibiojLis phases with General MacArthur^s plan for the campaign

in Kyushu and to "cooperate with and assist CIWCAFPAC in his

plans and preparations, , , etc." (paragraph 1 £) (2)). The

Navy Planners recognize that plans and preparations must be

built bach from the land campaign plan adopted, and that the

plans for the naval and ampUibious phases of the campaign must

take account of and supx»ort the plans for the land campaign.

They consider also, however^ that the land campaign adopted must

be one that fits in with the practical aspects and possibilities

of the amphibious operations. They do not consider that the

wording of the subparagraph, in question, proposed by the Army

Planner and Ax^my Air Forces Planner provides for the adjustment

of the plans of each commander to those of the other
^

In

accordance with the terms of the directive for plans and prepara-

tions for the Invasion of Japan set up in J.C.S# 1259/4

(Enclosure subparagraph a (6) and b (4)) which directive

was made pursuant to the general provisions of Enclosure "a",

J.C*5. 1259/4 j was agreed by the Joint dtaff Planners and by the

Joint Chiefs of Staffs and accepted by the commanders In the

field, and according to which plans and preparations are

proceeding. They feel that the effect of the wording proposed

by the Arm^r Planner and Army Air Forces Planner would be to

remove from Admiral Nimitz all control as to decision on a

plan for the success of which he Is responsible.

RECOMMENDATION

5. That the Joint Chiefs of Staff decide the point of

difference in subparagraph 1 £ (1) of the attached directive

and Issue the directive immediately.

JOS 1551/2 Enclosure
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APPENDIX

DRAFT

DIRECTIVE TO CINCAFPAC-CINCSWPA,
tilNCPAC-CIMCPOA. AND CG, 20TH AIR FORCE

1. Pursuant to and in furtherance of directives contained

in J.C.S. 125SA and J.C..S. 1259/5, the following directive is

issued and is effective on receipt:

a. The Joint Chiefs of Staff direct the Invasion of

Kyushu (operation OLi'MPIC), target date 1 November 19^5,

in order to;

(1) Intensify tho blockade and aortal bombardment of

Japan,

(2) Contain and destroy major enemy forces,

(5) Support further advances,

for the purpose of establishing the conditions favorable

to tho decisive Invasion of the industrial heart of Japan.

b. ClKCAFPAC-ClNCSVfPA ;

(1) Is charged wj.th the responsibility for tho conduct

of tho campaign in Kyushu,

(2) Will make plans and. preparations for the continu-

ance of tho campaign in Japan and cooperate with CINCPAC

in Lho plans end preparations for tho naval and amphibious

phasoa thereof,

C. CIHCPAC-CINCPOA ;

(l) Is charged with the responsibility for the conduct

of the naval and amphibious phases of the OLYMPIC operation

(Navy). . . and will coordinate his plans with CINCAFPAC-

CINCSWPA ’s plan for the campaign on land.

(Army). . . in conformity with CINCAFPAC-CINCSWPA ' s plan for

tho campaign on land.

JCS 1331/2 - 7 - Appendix

(Page revised by corrigendum - 14 May 1945)
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(2) ¥ill cooperate vlth and assist CINCAPPAC In his

plans and preparations for the campaign in Japan,

d. The Commanding General, Twentieth Air Force will

cooperate in the plana, preparations and execution of opera-

tion OLYMPIC and In the continuance of the campaign in

Japan. At appropriate times, to be determined by the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, the Twentieth Air Force will come under

the direction of the appropriate commander for the support

of operations directed above.

JCS 1351/2 - 8 - Appendix
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JOINT CHIEFS. OF STAFF

DIRECTIVE FOR OPERATION "OLYMPIC”

Note by the Secretaries

By informal action on 25 May 19^5 the Joint Chiefs of

Staff approved the enclosed directive which was dispatched the

same day.

A. J. MCFARLAND,

E. D. GRAVES, JR.,

Joint Secretariat.
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DIRECTIVE

TO

COMMANDER IK CHIEF, U.S. ARMY FORCES, PACIFIC
COMMANDER IN,CHIEF > U.3. PACIFIC FLEET
COMMANDING GENERAL, TWENTIETH AIR FORCE

1. Piirsuant to and in furtherance of directives contained in

WAR 62773 and VAR 6277^, dated 3 April 19^5 (J.C.S. 1259/^ and

J.C.S. 1259/5)j the follovlng directive Is issued and is effec-

tive on receipt;

a. The Joint Chiefs of Staff direct the invasion of

Kyushu (Operation OLYMPIC), target date 1 November 19^ 5 > in

order to:

(1) Intensify the blockade and aerial bombardment of

Japan,

(2) Contain and destroy major enemy forces,

(5) Support further advances,

for the purpose of establishing the conditions favorable to

the decisive invasion of the industrial heart of Japan.

b. .CINCAFPAC-CINCSWPA:

(1) Is charged vith the primary responsibility for

the conduct of operation OLYMPIC including control,

in case of exigencies, of the actual amphibious assault

through the appropriate naval commander

.

(2) Will make plans and preparations for the continu-

ance of the campaign in Japan and cooperate vith CINCPAC
/

in the plans and preparations for the naval and ampMbious

phases thereof

.

c. CIN.CPAC-CINCPOA:

(1) Is charged vith the responsibility for the conduct

of the naval and amphibious (subject to paragraph 1 b (l)

above) phases of the OLYMPIC operation, and will correlate

his plans vith CINCAFPAC-CINCSWPA.

JCS 1351/5 - 9 - Enclosure
(Page revised by corrigendum - 26 May 19^5)
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(2) Will cooperate with and assist CIMCAPPAC in his

plans and preparations for, ^d the conduct of, the

campaign in Japan.

d. The land campaign and requirements therefor are primary

in the OLYMPIC operation. Account of this will he taken in

the preparation, coordination and execution of plans.

e. COMMANDIMG GENERAL, TWENTIETH AIR FORCE, will cooperate

in the plans, preparations, and execution of operation

OLYMPIC and in the continuance of the campaign in Japan.

At appropriate times, to be determined by the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, the Twentieth Air Force will come under the direction

of the appropriate commander for the support of operations

directed above.

JCS 1531/5 10 Enclosure
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(Service Members)

JAPANESE REACTIONS TO AM OPERATION AGAINST SOUTHERN KYUSHU
References: a. J.I.S. 158/m

B. J,I,C. 191/5

Note ~by the Secretary

The enclosed revision of J.I.C. 19V5, prepared by the

Service Members of the Joint Intelligence Staff in response to

reference &, is submitted for informal consideration by the

Service Members of the Joint Ihtelligence Committee.

Copies of this paper are being forwarded to the Joint War

Plans Committee as a preliminary response, pending consideration

by the Service Members of the Joint Intelligence Committee.

JAMES S. LAY, JR.,

Secretary

.
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Report by the Service Members^ Joint Intelligence Comnilttee

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. To estimate Japanese capabilities and reaction to an

assault on. southern Kyushu about 1 November 19^5

<

ASSUMPTIONS

2, a. Ve have consolidated our present positions in the

Philippines 3 Ryukyus and Bonins

,

b. The U.S^S.R. has entered the var against Japan

simultaneously with or shortly before the Kyushu assault,

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

5 General. The Japanese appreciate that from our present

positions we will have the capability of major attack against

Japan or China. Our occupation of islands In the Ryukyus

intensifies their concern regarding the security of the Japanese

homeland jtself, and, from this time onward, primary consideration

will be given to the strengthening of home defenses. However,

in view of the Soviet threat, strengthening of ground forces in

the homeland will not be made at the net expense of Manchuria.

Soviet entry in the war simultaneously with or prior to our

assault on Kyushu will pause no appreciable shifting of strength

between the continent and Japan Proper.

The Japanese know that successful Allied lodgement in

Kyushu would result in effective interdiction of communications

between Kyushu, Honshu, Shikoku, and the Continent . Therefore,

the Japanese will use all available ground, sea, and air forces

to resist a landing on Kyushu and will defend desperately to

prevent Allied consoljdation on the island.

TOP SECRET

JIC 191/7

1 Enclosure
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4.

Ground . (See Appendix "A".) Me estimate that at the time

of Allied assault, 6 divisions plus 2 depot divisions plus army

troops, making a total of about 390,000 men, would be deployed

In Kyushu. Of this number a total of about 150,000 would be

initially available in southern Kyushu. Substantial reinforce-

ments would be immediately available from other nearby areas

,

but the Japanese capability for bringing in such reinforcements

would depend upon Allied success in Isolating the battle area.

5.

Air , (see Appendix "b".) Ve estimate that by 1 November

1945 the Japanese air forces will have a maximum total strength

of 2,300 combat aircraft in tactical units. In addition there

may be some 1,200 combat typo aircraft in operational training

units and between 1,500 and 2,000 specially equipped non-combat

trainer type aircraft might bo available for suicide operations

.

Enemy air reactions vould bu extremely aggressive and suicide

air attacks vould be employed on a lavish scale. Taking all

factors into consideration we belSxve that a maximum of 400 to

500 bomber and fighter sorties could bo launched against us

during any 24-hour period. Such a maximum effort vould prove to

be of short duratjon^ capable of repetition on a declining scale

following intervals of temporary recuperation. We now consider

it possible that the enemy might continue his air effort against

us in the Kyushu area until his air forces have been dargely

dissipated. Soviet entry Into the war at this time probably

would have no effect upon initial air reaction but would reduce

further the enemy capability for bringing in replacements.

6.

^aval . (See Appendix ) Battleships, cruisers, and

destroyers which are still operational at tho time would probably

be organized into suicide task forces and would endeavor to

sortie in a desperate effort to oppose our landings* Submarinos,

midget-submarines , suicide and small surface craft would be em-

ployed in large numbers, but should offer no serious problem*

Extensive minefields will probably be encountered.

TOP SECRET
JIcrX^lTT" “ 2 - Enclosure

(Page revised by Decision Amondinp; - 22
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APPEMDIX

GROUtm

General . Our operations In the Ryukryus and the Bonins

has served as a warning to the Japanese of our impending attack

on Japan Proper. However, though this is their primary concern^

they cannot overlook the possibilit-y of our assault upon the

China Coast or the possibility of Soviet operations in Man-

churia. Therefore, the Japanese will be forced to disperse

their strength somewhat to counter all threats. Faced with the

mounting Allied threat from the Pacific, the Japanese are cur-

rently engaged in strengthening the defenses of the Home Islands

by the formation of new divisions and by limited withdrawals

from the Continent. Most of these^units seem destined for

Kyushu which the Japanese appear to consider the most likely

target for an initial Allied assault on Japan Proper.

Soviet entry in the war simultaneously with or prior to

our assault in Kyushu will cause no appreciable shifting

of strength between the Continent and Japan Proper, since the

Japanese will have already apportioned^^^^be^ between those

two areas in accordance with thelrfe^timated needs. Increased
A

Allied air action prior to and following successful lodgement in

\ Kyushu will reduce greatly Japanese oapabillty to reinforce

! Japan from the Continent, even if troops can be spared in the

face of Soviet threat pressure. We consider it probable,

therefore, that the troops in the Japanese Islands on D-day will

be the only ones available for use against invading Allied

forces

.

2 Strength and dispositions . We believe current formations

of new units plus transfers from the Continent will make the

following forces available in Japan Proper (including Karafuto

and the Kuriles) by 1 November 19^5:

TO? SECRET
JIC 191/7

Appendix "a"- 5 -
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Active Diva > Depot Divs . Total Dlvs. Strength

32 m ne 2,000,000

Of this strength ve estimate that 6 active divisions, 2 depot

divisions, plus army troops, or a total of about 390,000 men,

will be located in Kyushu.

Divisional strength in Kyushu will probably be about

equally divided between the areas lying north and south of the

Sammyaku Range. The principal supply and depot establishments,

however, as well as important areas requiring the principal

antiaircraft defenses, lie in the north. Therefore, a greater

personnel strength will be located in that area. Independent

beach defense units and home guards, backed by divisional

units, will be deployed to cover the principal landing beaches.

In addition to the regular armed forces, about -1,00^,000

able bodied men of military age would be available in southern

Kyushu for industry, agriculture, and assistance to the armed

forces. About half of this number would be reservists with some

military training and could be used as lightly armed home guard

forces

.

3. Reinforcement capabilities . Reinforcements probably

would begin moving to Kyushu as soon as it became evident that

the island was the object of a major attack. The rapidity of

movement would depend upon logistical considerations and Allied

effectiveness in interdiction of reinforcement routes.

Some 6 divisions could be made available Initially from

other parts of Japan for transfer to Kyushu without seriously

depleting other areas of Japan Proper.

Reinforcements could begin arriving in Kyushu from Honshu

on D plus 2. Thereafter, reinforcements could arrive at the rate

of about 1/2 division per day; and, provided communications with

Honshu were maintained, they would continue to do so until

about 10 to 12 divisions were deployed on the island. Because

TOP SECRET - i» - Appendix a"

JIC“19i77
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of the nature of the terrain and the probable effective inter-

diction of communications, we believe that this number of

divisions is the maximim niimber of tronps that the Japanese

could employ tactically against us in sustained action. The

Japanese would make every effort to maintain this strength

throughout the operations,

4. Japanese reactions . The Japanese would resist an attack

on Kyushu to the limit of their capability. We believe that

initial opposition would consist of small \mits in well prepared

beach defenses. These forces would be built up quickly to the

strength of a division and might be increased to 3 to 4 divisions

within a period of 5 days and to a strength of 10 to 12 active

divisions by D plus l4. Of these, we believe about 8 divisions

would be committed against our forces in southern Kyushu, This

number would be maintained until the Japanese capability for

replacement of casualties was severely reduced by Allied inter-

diction of the routes loading to southern Kyushu. Divisions

not cormnittod to the action in the south would be held in

reserve north of the Sammyalcu Range.

TOP SECRET
JIO 19X/T ‘ 5 - Appendix "A"

(page revised by Deciaion Amending - 22 May 19^f5)
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APPENDIX "B'

AIR

1. General » Analysis of recent operations of the Japanese

air forces suggests that the Japanese may have decided that

continued sxiiclde attack against our shipping constitutes their

only capability for preventing, or at least delaying, an

invasion of the Home Islands. They seem to be sacrificing

their present and potential air strength in tMs effort and

may hope by such action to forestall invasion of Japan Proper.

It vould seem \mlikely, however, that the Japanese will con-

tinue this policy, except In the defense of the homeland, after

we have established adequate land based air units in the

Ryukyus and our major task force mits have been withdrawn

from the area.

2. Overall strength and dispositions Even if the Japanese

should endeavor to conserve and increase their air strength

dvudng the period after we have secured our main objectives in

the Ryukyus, they will not be able to avoid continuing attri-

tion of aircraft as well as continued heavy damage to their

aircraft industry, maintenance and repair facilities. We

estimate that as of 1 November 19^5 overall strength of combat

aircraft in tactical units will total about 2300 aircraft

disposed approximately as follows j

Kyushu— . Honshu—Shikoku 300
Central Honshu 400
East Honshu 700
N . Honshu—Hokkaido—Kuriles 300
Manchuria—Korea—^H. China 400
Elsewhere 2QQ

TOTAL 2300

By 1 November 19^5 practically all Japanese air strength

south of Shanghai will be dissipated or recalled to the northern

areas. Airfields in Kyushu will have been largely neutralized

but a total of some 300 aircraft probably would continue to be

based on this island and on adjacent airfields in Shikoku

and western Honshu.

TOP SECRET - 6 - Appendix "B"
1 nrt Ar
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In addition to this combat strength in tactical units,

overall strength of combat types in operational training units

may amount to some 1,200 aircraft, of which number perhaps 30^

wil] be located in Japan Proper. A large proportion of these

aircraft will be made available for suicide attacks, and, in

addition, there may bo available between 1,500 and 2,000 biplane,

monoplane, and seaplane trainers equipped for carrying bombs and

possessing limited capabilities in suicide operations.

3* Initial reaction^ Our pre -invasion air offensive \rill be

reinforced by substantial land-based air strength in the

Ryukyus, and hence should be more effective than in previous

operations where dependence has been placed upon carrier strikes

alone. By the time our landing operations are actually under-

taken, the airfields on K^nishu should be neutralized except for

difficult staging operations. In addition, the effectiveness of

enemy air operations from nearby bases in Korea, Honshu, and

Shjkoku should be considerably reduced by our pre-jnvasion air

attacks. Ve believe, therefore, that in the early stages of our

landing operations the .enemy will be unable to launch against our

invasion forces more than 400-500 sorties during any 24 -hour

period. Initial reaction would be extremely aggressive and

suicide attacks would be employed on a lavish scale. The scale

and effectiveness of such suicide attacks will be limited not

only by the availability of aircraft and pilots, but also by the

availability of an air cover of sufficient size and effectiveness

to get the suicide aircraft through to their targets, The

employment of Baka bombs will be limited by their dependonco upon

suitable launching aircraft and orthodox air cover.

4, Reinforcement capabilities and subsequent reaction,

Rejnforcements would be brought in rapidly from all adjacent

areas; but because of reduced servicing and maintenance facili-

ties and lack of reserves, we consider it unlikely that such

TOP SECRET
JinWr' - 7 " Appendix "'B"

(Page revised by Decision Amending - 22 May 1945)
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reinforcements could do more than provide temporary replace-

ments for the heavy losses likely to te incurred. At no sub-

sequent period vill the total reaction be likely to exceed

the initial capability of 400-500 sorties in a 24-hour period.

Shoh an all-out effort oould not be maintained for any length

of time, but ve may expect, as in the Ryukyus, recurring attacks

of this nature following intervals of recuperation. We now

consider it possible that the Japanese would continue such

attacks against our shipping until their tactical units as

well as training units had been largely dissipated and without

regard for conserving strong air strength even for the defense

of the Tokyo area.

5. Effects of Soviet entry into war . If the U.S.S.R. should

enter the war simultaneously with or shortly before the Kyushu

assault, we do not believe there would be any substantial

difference in tho initial air reaction to our operation. There

would be some reduction in the reinforcements available for

replacement purposes as air strength in Korea, North China,

and Manchuria might be committed entirely against the U.S.S.R.

In general, the enemy would he compelled to commit the bulk

of his air strength against us and leave opposition to the

U.S.S.R. primarily to ground forces.

TOP SECRET - 8 - Appendix "B"
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APPENDIX "C"

NAVAL

1. Dxiring the past year the Japanese Navy has sustained

severe losses In combatant ships, bases, and personnel, re-

sulting in the retirement of the bulk of their combatant ships

to home vaters, particularly in the Inland Sea. Some units

are believed to be in the Sasebo area.

2. The present strength plus futxxre completion of combatant

units as of 1 November 19^5 vlthout allovanco for attrition is

estimated to be as follows:

BB CV CVL CVE GA CL DD (1500-2300) DD (1000 ) S3

, , , 2 23 3^ 85

Of the strength shown above, four heavy cruisers and one large

destroyer are in the Singopore area and their return to Empire

waters is problematical. In addition, it is doubtful that the

enemy would employ such carriers as might be available for

defense of southern Kyushu, since the limited sphere of

operations permits the more effective use of carrier air

squadrons from land bases

.

3. The battleships, cruisers, and destroyers then operational

would probably be organized into suicide task forces and would

attempt to sortie in a desperate effort to oppose our landings.

Such opposition should be quickly eliminated by Allied air and

naval power. This sortie could be from the Inland Sea through

the Straits of Shimonosekl or the Bungo Straits, or even

through Kii Channel, permitting in any case timely detection

and interception by our forces.

4. The Japanese Navy will depend primarily upon its shore

defenses (fixed and mobile artillery), submarines, midget sub-

marines, suicide and small surface craft to protect the -southern

TOP SECRET
JIC 191/7
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Kyushu area from amphibious attack. These should offer no

serious problem, however, judging from their ineffectiveness

on past occasions.

5. The waters off the Kyushu beaches are mineable to a

considerable degree. The harbor entrances arid bays -are easily

mined and are probably already so protected. The exposed

beaches could be protected by ntines but to do so voilld req.uir’e

a large number to cover a long coast line. The beach gradings

are suitable for considerable mining, the 100 fathoin curve

being from 5 to 8 miles off the coast. At the present time

we have reliable information that the Japanese have minefiolds

in the waters of Kagoshima Van, Tanega Shima Strait, and Osumi

Strait; and we may expect additional mining on an exterlsive

scale prior to our assaxilt.
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(LIMITED DISTRIBUTION)

JOINT INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE
(Service Members

)

DEOISIOM jYMEHDIHG J.I.C. 191/7

JAPANESE REACTIONS TO AN OPERATION AGAINST SOUTHERN KYUSHU

Note by the Secretary

The Service Members of the Joint Intelligence committee

have by Informal action approved J.I.C. 191/7 j subject to minor

amendments which have been incorporated in the revised pages

attached hereto^ and the follovring additional amendments:

Page 3t Line 11 - Before "vinits" insert the word "latter".

Page 3, Line l8 - Before "estimated needs", insert
"capabilities and".

Page 4, Line 14 - Change "1,000,000" to read "250,000".

Page 9. paragraph 2 - In the tabulation, under "CA",
change "6-7" to read "5-6".

page 9, paragraph 2 - In the first line folloving the
tabulation, change "four heavy
cruisers" to read "three heavy
cruisers"

.

All holders of J.l.C. 191/7 are requested to make the

above changes and to substitute the attached revisions,

destroying the superseded pages by burning.

JAMES S. LAY, JR.,

Secretory.
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DIRECTIVE

DETAILS OF THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST JAPAN
Reference: a. SM-2140

Note by the Secretaries

T c enclosure has been referred to the Joint Staff

Planners j or preparation of a draft meraorandura for presentation

to the Pros’' dent. It is desired that the draft raeriiorandum be

subrnittef’ to the Joint Chiefs of Staff not later than l800,

l6 June L;45.

C. H. DONNELLY,

P. J. GREEN,

Joint Secretariat.
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THE V/HITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

14 June 1945

URGENT - IMMEDIATE ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF:

The President today directed me to inform the Joint Chiefs

of Staff that he vishes to meet with the Chiefs of Staff in the

afternoon of the l8th, in his office^ to discuss details of our

campaign against Japan#

He expects at this meeting to be thoroughly informed of

our intentions and prospects in preparation for his discussions

with Churchill and Stalin.

He will want information as to the number of men of the

Army and ships of the Navy that will be necessary to defeat

Japan

.

He wants an estimate of the tj^e required and an estimate

of the losses in killed and wounded that will result from an

invasion of Japan proper.

He wants an estimate of the time and the losses that will

result from an effort to defeat Japan by isolation, blockade,

and bombardment by sea and air forces#

He desires to be informed as to exactly what we want the

Russians to do.

He desires information as to what useful contribution, if

any, can be made by other Allied nations .

JPS 697/D 1
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It l3 his intention to make his decisions on the campaign

vith the purpose of economizing to the maximum extent possible

in the loss of American lives

.

Economy in the use of time and in money cost is compara-

tively unimportant.
)>- I I **
I

I suggest that a memorandum discussion of the above noted

points be prepared in advance for delivery to the President at

the time of the meeting in order that he may find time later to

study the problem.

OECi^-SSlFiED

AL.5,ohtyjl®lM.76

By KARA OasiZMP

/s/ WILUAM D. LEAHY

JPS 697/D 2
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COPY NO,‘ 3_

J.W.P>C. 569/1 ' (SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION)

15 June 1945 DOCUMENT 5

JOINT WAR PLANS COMMITTEE

DETAILS OF THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST JAPAN

References; a. J.P.S. 697/D.
b. J.P.S. Memo Directive

of 14 Jvme 1945 .

Note by the Secretaries

1. The Joint Var Plans Committee recormnends that the enclosed

memorandum be presented to the President at his conference with

the Joint Chiefs of Staff

•

2* The Joint VJar Plans Committee has assumed that the ques-

tions brought up by the President will be answered and discussed

orally at the conference, and that the purpose of the memorandum

is for the President to have available on aide memoire which he

could examine at his convenience and possibly use at the forth-

coming tripartite conferences.

3* Representatives of the Joint Intelligence Staff have been

consulted in the preparation of this report

.

Distribution Copy I^o .

Admiral D. Duncan 1-2
General G, A» Lincoln 3-4
General C. P* Cabell 5>l6
Captain Colin Campbell 6
Secretary, J.P.S. 7
Secretary, J.W.P.C. 8-12

Carded-

z
I

ieHad—

J. T* HILLIS,

C. C. GOODE,

JOINT SECRETARIES.
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Subject: Campaign against Japan.

1. Strategy . Throughout the series of staff conferences with

the Brltishj we have agreed that the over-all concept for the prose-

cution of the war Included provision "to bring about at the earliest

possible date the unconditional surrender of Japan."* We believe

that the only sure way^ and certainly the quickest way to force the

surrender of Japan is to defeat her armies on the main Japanese

islands. Hence, at recent staff conferences we have proposed-

-

and the British have agreed—that the over-all objective of the

Japanese war is "to force the unconditional surrender of Japan by

(1) lowering Japanese ability and will to resist by establishing

sea and air blockades, conducting intensive sir bombardment and de-

stroying Japanese air and naval strength; (2) invading and seizing

objectives in the industrial heart of Japan."

^Ince "unconditional surrender" is foreign to the Japanese

nature^ it is by no means certain that a formal acknowledgment

thereof by a Japanese government will be recognized by Japanese

armies everywhere If, following such an acknowledgment, her armies

elsewhere do not surrender > their position will be so seriously

weakened as to facilitate their defeat in detail. However, the

possibility must be faced that the Japanese armies everywhere must

be defeated.

2. Presently planned campaign . Our agreed concept of operations

for the main effort in the Pacific war is:

"Following the Okinawa operation to seize additional

positions to Intensify the blockade and air bombardment of

Japan in order to create a situation favorable to:

"An assault on Kyushu for the purpose of further reducing

Japanese capabilities by containing and destrdylng major enemy

forces and further intensifying the blockade and air bombardment

in order to establish a tactical condition favorable to:

"The decisive Invasion of the industrial heart of Japan

through the Tokyo plain."

1
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Our campaign plana have therefore been designed to seize

positions progressively closer to the Tokyo Plain—the political,

industrial and communication center of Japan—with a view to isolat-

ing the Japanese islands apd providing s\afflclent bases from which,

by sea and air bombardment, conditions will be created which will

make ultimate invasion of the Tokyo plain acceptable and feasible.

We have also endeavored so to design the campaign that the Japanese

cannot fall to see and feel the results of its rapidly Increasing

tempo and magnitude, with the thought that at some stage of the

campaign they will admit defeat in order to avoid further destruction

Thus far Ln this campaign we have seized and developed air

and naval bases in the Marianas, Iwo Jima, the Philippines and

Okinawa. No further operations in the Ryukyus after completion of

the Okinawa campaign are now contemplated; all available resources

are being utilized to develop air and naval bases in Okinawa to

maximum capacity by November 1945* By then it is expected to

have about 2700 land-based aircraft operating from this area and

to have completed an advanced fleet base and anchorage. The map.

Tab "A", shows the land-based aircraft expected to be based within

range of Japan by that time and the areas they can reach. Mean-

while every effort is also being made to transport to the Pacific

from Europe the added means estimated to be required for a rapid

and decisive campaign. In general the units needed to build the

required bases are being moved first, followed by the required ad-

ditional combat units, air and ground.

Already we have eliminated practically all Japanese sea

traffic between their main islands and points to the southward of

Shanghai, and severely restricted her traffic to Shanghai and

Yellow Sea ports. By November 19^5, when air operations from

Okinawa are in full swing, there should remain to the Japanese only

those sea routes across Tsushima Strait to Korea ahd across the

sea of Japan. It should be noted that our air and submarines are

already operating in these areas on a limited scale. By November

194s the Japanese situation is expected to be critical; their fleet

units in home waters have already been so reduced as to no longer

constitute a strategic factor; their air arm is already committing

training planes to combat and will probably continue to c)>ncentrate



on maximum suicide tactics; their ability to move ground forces to

Japan from Asia or vice versa is already strictly reduced. The map^

Tab shows the estimated Japanese dispositions of ground and

air forces about 1 November 19^5

•

In order to obtain bases still closer to the Tolcyo Plain from

which to augment sea and air bombardment, complete the isolation of

the main Japanese Islands and to provide direct air cover and sup-

port for the Invasion of the Tokyo Plain, should that prove neces-

sary, we have directed General MacArthur and Admiral Nimitz to

invade southern Kyushu about 1 November 1945.

We have not yet directed the execution of any operations

after the invasion of southern Kyushu, feeling that decision would

better await further developments. However, plans and preparations

are being made to invade the Tokyo Plain- -the political, industrial

and communication center of Japan—about 4 months after the southern

Kyushu operation, or about 1 March 1946. We consider that this

operation should be decisive. By planning and preparing for a

supreme operation of this magnitude, we shall be in a position to

undertake emy lesser operation should developments warrant

In the period prior to the planned invasion of the Tokyo Plain,

every effort will be made to exploit the blockade and bombardment of

Japan. In this period, from bases presently and prospectively

available, more bombs will be dropped on Japan than were delivered

against Germany during the entire European war. If the blockade

and bombardment concept is 'capable of achieving decisive results,

these will, in all probability, be brought about by this scale of

effort prior to the planned date for the invasion of the Tokyo Plain.

However, in the event this invasion is not considered feasible and

acceptable on the planned date, a course of action to extend bom-

bardment and blockade is open to us

.

5. Examination of the map. Tab "A", shows that bases on the

Asiatic mainland other than in Korea are too distant to be of value

in augmenting the sea and air bombardment of Japan and in cutting

the remaining Japanese sea routes across Tsushima Strait and the

sea of Japan. Furthermore, the blockade of the Yellow Sea and the

sea areas to the southward is now virtually effective. There is

5
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also the likelihood that any operation in China, vith it a vast

area and ntmibers of Japanese ground forces, will develop into a

vacuum regu^ing ever more and more U-S. forces. We therefore dis~

carded, as unnecessary and diversionary, operations to seize ad-

ditional bases on the China coast. The best areas from which to

complete the isolation of Japan are obviously either in Korea or

in the southwestern part of the Japanese Archipelago. Ve considered

three possibilities: Korea, the northwestern part of Kyushu, and

southern Kyushu. Tabs '*P'‘ and "G" show the salient facts and esti-

mates for campaigns in Korea and northwestern Kyushu.

We discarded Korea as a possible operation to follow Okinawa

because of its longer sea approach, the paucity of good beaches and

exits therefrom, the rugged terrain back of the beaches, the few

airfield sites aval] able for development after seizure, and the

greater reinforcement capabilities of the Japanese from their fine

and as yet untouched army in northern China; further, we would have

difficulty both in interfering by air action with the arrival of

these reinforcements and In providing adequate air cover and support

to the assault because of the distance to Okinawa bases. The cam-

paign is estimated to require about the same commitment of forces

as for the invasion of southern Kyushu (14 divisions, (t66,700 m^f^^

Similarly we discarded northwestern Kyushu as a pd^-sihTe

objective area following Okinawa because the sea approaches to the

best landing area are restricted, well fortified and heavily mined;

and because of Japanese capability to reinforce the area from two

directions—from southern Kyushu and from Honshu. The forces re-

quired for such an operation are estimated to be in excess of those

for southern Kyushu. The operation may, however, prove desirable

as a development and exploitation of the landing in southern Kyushu,

when it is estimated thot it could be done with 12 divisions

(510,000 men)

The seizure of southern Kyushu has been directed because:

a. Its occupation is essential to, and will materially further,

the isolation of Japan from Korea and the mainland of Asia;

b. It is the most logical extension of our operations in the

Ryukyus, since shore-based tactical air support can be furnished

4
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from Okinawa and lines of cominvuiication are shorter than for

any other practicable objective;

c. Airfields on which to base approximately 40 groups (over

2,000 aircraft) can be developed, from which the air bombardment

of the remainder of Japan can be greatly intensified in prepara-

tion for the Invasion of Honshu, should this prove to be neces-

sary;

d. It will contribute toward the defeat of Japanese armies in

the Japanese homeland;

je. It may well prove to be the decisive operation which will

terminate the war

4 As to other areas. Admiral Mo\intbatten in the Southeast Asia

Command plans to seize a position in the Port Swettenham-Port Dixon

area on the Malay Peninsula in the latter half of August 19^5 and

to follow this up with a campaign to recapture Singapore beginning

probably in December -January. General Vedemeyer has advised that,

in China, the Generalissimo plans to launch an overland advance

with Chinese forces on the Canton-Hong Kong area beginning about

1 September 1945 and to follow up any Japanese withdrawals north-

ward along the railroad route in central China.

5. Plans for the period after the invasion of the Tokyo Plain

cannot be made with firmness at this time. If the Japanese continue

to resist, plans must provide for further operations in the main '

islands and for possible operations on the mainland of Asia. We

hope that U.S. commitments on the mainland can be kept to a minimum,

with maxim™ effort by the Chinese, and by the Russians if they

should enter the war. Hence, plans provide for continued U.S. aid

to Chinese forces, the scale of which can probably be materially

Increased later in the campaign. Should the Japanese uncondition-

ally surrender or concede defeat during the campaign in Japan

proper, there will still remain the sizable task, of disarming their

forces everywhere, assembling them at ports, and returning them to

their home Islands

.

6. Forces required for presently planned campaign . Estimate's

of the forces required to execute the invasion of southern Kyushu

- 5 -
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and of the Tokyo Plain are shown on the map. Tab The maps.

Tabs "B" and “C", show the deployment of land-based aircraft

planned upon the completion of each of these two operations. The

ultimately expected coverage of the Asiatic mainland and sea routes

thereto is of n§te.

For the campaign as planned through the invas^^n^^f^

Plain, it is expected thv^re will be in the Pacific by the spring of ,

6 /ay
1945. a total of 39 Army divisions and- ^lf& Army Air groups

1

land-based aircraft) or a grand total in Army forces of about
jr 0-0-c/^ o^t-o

2.yj£00 ' j QQO-men . General MacArthur has indicated that if operations

are necessary after the invasion of the Tokyo Plain, plans should

provide for the movement of additional divisions from the U.S

to the Pacific at a rate of about 4 additional divisions per month,

up to the limit of a planned strategic reserve of 17 divisions.

By 1 March 1946 the following niomber of major combat ships

are scheduled to be fully operational in the Pacific Fleet:

10 BB 26 CA

13 OBB 33 CL

2 CB 8 CL (AA)

22 CV 364 DD

2 CVB 326 DE

9 CVL 189 S3

74 CVS (43 combat)

The above figures make no allowance for attrition Three

months after the Kyushu operation it is estimated that approximately

10^ will either have been lost or still undergoing repairs to damage

received in this operation Of the operational ships in service

75^ will normally be constantly available for any single operation.

Others will be either undergoing operational repairs or be otherwise

employed

.

It is estimated that approximately 3,8l8 carrier-based aircraft

will be available on 1 March 1946.

7* Casualties . The cost in casualties of the main operations

against Japan are not subject to accurate estimate. The scale of

Japanese resistance in the past has not been predictable. Casualty

expectancy rates based on experience in the Pacific vary greatly
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from the short bloody battle of Tarawa to the unopposed landing at

Lingayen. It would be difficult to predict whether Jap resistance

on Kyushu would more closely resemble the fighting on Okinawa or

whether it would parallel the battle of Leyte.

Certain general conclusions can, however, be reached. The

highest casualty rate occurs during the assault phase of an am-

phibious operation; casualties in land warfare are a function of

the length of campaign and of the scale of opposition encountered.

Naval casualties can be expected to vary directly with the number

of amphibious operations Involved and with the length of the cam-

paign. Casualties can be kept to a minimum, then, by terminating

the war at the earliest possible time by means of the fewest possible

assault operations and by conducting land campaigns only in de-

cisive areas. The presently planned campaign, which involves two

assaults followed by land campaigns jn the Japanese homeland, is

in conformity with this principle, [^Further, the extent of the ob-*^

jective area gives us an opportunity to effect surprise as to the

points of landing and, once ashore, to profit by our superiority '

in mobility and mechanized power through maneuver. Should it be
j

I

decided to follow the southern Kyushu operation by another opera- i

tion such as against northern Kyushu in order to exploit bombard-
//

ment and blockade, and should this bring about capitulation of the

Japanese, the casualties should be Less than for the presently

planned campaign. V/e consider that at this time it would be a pure

gamble that the Japanese would admit defeat tuider such conditions.

If they do not, invasion of the Tokyo Plain might still be required

with resultant increased total casualties.

The best estimate of casualties for these possible sequences
I

of operations follows. For the reasons stated above, it is ad*-

mittedly only an "educated guess".
\

oS

Killed
in Action

Wounded
in Action

Missing
in Action Total

Southern Kyushu,
Tokyo Plain,

followed by
to mid-19^6

40,000 150,000 5,500 195>500

Southern ^[yushu
Kyushu

- Northwestern 25,000 105 >000 2,500 152,500

Southern Kyushu - Northwestern 46,000 170,000 4,000 220,000
Kyushu - Tokyo Plain

i

- 7 -
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Tim^ « Under the campaign as planned^ It is estimated that

the defeat of the Japanese in the Tokyo Plain area and the seizure

of porta on Tokyo Bay would be completed by mid~1946. Should it

prove necessary to execute other operations prior to invading the

Tokyo Plain, the earliest date by which the latter operation could

take place is estimated to be October 1946^ because of adverse

weather and ground conditions and the necessity of further mob-

ilizing resources. In either case, the war should be over not

later than the end of 1946, On the other hand, we are unable to

estimate the time required or the losses that will result in an

effort to defeat Japan by Isolation, blockade and bombardment

without Invasion, because of our Inability to predict at what stage

thereof the Japanese might concede defeat, and because of the pos-

sibility that invasion of the Tokyo area would ultimately be neces-

sary. We feel that at best, this strategy will lead to a long war,

which would have an adverse effect upon the U.S. position vis-a-vis

other nations who will, in the meantime, be rebuilding their peace-

time economy.

9.

In summary, our planned course of action is:

a. To proceed with an operation against southern Kyushu on

1 November 194?, as presently directed

b. To plan an invasion of the Tokyo area with a target date

of 1 March 1946*

c^. To exploit to the utmost in the interim periods the

possibilities of blockade and air bombardment of Japan from

positions in the Marisinas, Iwo Jima, the Ryukyus and Kyushu.

d To make preparations during the period following the

assault on southern Kyushu for the Invasion of the Tokyo area

about 1 March 19^6, or the extension of blockading positions to

northwestern Kyushu on the same date. ^

£, To base the decision as to operations following southern

Kyushu on developments.

t/tf
^

10.

Russian participation in the war . In previous discussions

and correspondence with the Russians they have indicated generally

their plan of campaign should they enter the war; that they would

probably require about three months for concentration of troops and
^ V

- -
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In these discussions we were
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supplies on their eastern front; j^at maintenance of the Pacific

supply route would he necessary; and that it might he possible for

the United States to base limited forces in Kamchatka and air forces

In the Komaomolsk'Nikolaevsk area

guided by the following basic principles: ^
Russia’s entry at as early a date as possible

consistent with her ability to engage in offensive

operations is necessary to provide maximum assistance

to our Pacific operations* The U.S* will provide

maximum support possible vithout interfering with our

main effort against Japan.

The objective of Russia's military effort against

Japan in the Far East should be the defeat of the

Japanese forces in Manchuria, air operations against

Japan proper in collaboration with U.S. air forces

based in eastern Siberia, and maximum interference

with Japanese sea traffic between Japan and the main--

land of Asia.

Nothing that has happened since is believed to require any

change to these principles, except to note that ve believe that

wo can defeat the Japanese, in the main islands regardless of

Russian entry , because of our own estimated ability to restrict

movement of Japanese reinforcements from Asia. However, the defeat

of the Japanese army in north China is still considered to be the

best contribution that the Russians can make, should insist

that the appropriate U.S. command direct and control any Russian

part in operations against Japanese sea traffic to Japan and in

the air bombardment of Japan^

As to basing U.S. forces in Russian territory, this is no

longer considered absolutely necessary, and we therefore propose

to bring this subject up only if necessary in connection with

Russian discussion of opening a sea route to other Pacific ports.

Opening a sea route to Russian ports may well be a resultant

requirement of Russian entry into the war. We estimate that it

might be satisfactorily accomplished by U.S. convoy of cargo ships

in small groups without the necessity for our s^l^sure of Japanese

- 9 -
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territory or of basing forces in Russian territory other^Tnan"^

advanced anchorage at Petropavlovsk and minor base facilities at

the Russian termini. However, it should be noted that a more de-

sirable plan would be to route the convoys through Tsushima Strait

once it is under our control, thus avoiding the ice conditions of

the northern straits. We should avoid by all possible means U.S.

commitment to costly operations in the Kurile s-Karafuto area for

this sole purpose

In general, ve believe thht the best policy is not to pre ss

th^ Russians for further information or for any commitment , but

merely to declare our readiness to receive and fully consider any

proposals which they may wish to make.

11. Participation by other nations .

a. China . By the fall of 19^5^ the Chinese National Army

will consist of about 2,500,000 men, of which only 56 divisions,

now being trained mder U.S. supervision, can be considered

reasonably effective. There are approximately 500,000 unarmed

recruits in training under the Chinese, and an estimated

provincial and local militia totaling about 1,000,000. In

addition, guerrillas under nominal control of the Central

Government total about 500,000. The regular forces of the

Chinese Communist Armies amount to about 500,000.

It is estimated that Japanese strength in China in the

fall, excluding Manchuria, will be about 900,000 men. Therefore,

it is considered that the major share of the task of defeating

the enemy in China south of Manchuria should fall to China,

b. British Empire forces .

Army: 1 Canadian, 1 New Zealand, and 5 Australian

Imperial Divisions will be deployed in the Pacific

^

approximately 25 divisions will be deployed in

Southeast Asia, including English, Indian and

African units.

Air Forces: Negotiations are In progress to make use of

10 squadrons of British bombers in the Pacific,

with a possible ultimate employment of 20 squadrons.

The RAP will provide the air units found necessary

for operations in Southeast Asia.
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Naval Forces; Elements of the British Pleet^riX'sup^i"

operations in Southeast Asia; 5 naval assault

forces, comprising aaiphibious lift for about 5

divisions, will be available to the Southeast

Asia Command. The British Pacific Fleet, con-

sisting of 4 battleships, 5 carriers, accompanying

light naval forces and train, is ciorrently

operating under Admiral Nimltz.

Estimated Japanese strength in Southeast Asia and Malaysia,

excluding the Philippines, in the fall of 1945, is about 600,000

men The British should be assigned the primary responsibility

for the defeat of these forces. The British Pacific Fleet and

elements of the RAF mentioned above will participate in the in-

vasion of Japan.

c. France . Certain French naval vessels are now under opera-

control of the Southeast A.sia Command. It does not appear

practicable to support French naval vessels in Pacific opera-

tions. The French have offered a corps composed of two Colonial

Divisions for operations in the Pacific. The question of where

these divisions can be best employed is now being examined.

The Southeast Asia Command Includes minor French forces for

clandestine operations in Indo-China.

d. Italy. From a military point of view Italian participation

in the war against Japan is of negligible, if any, advantage to

over -all conduct of the war.

Mexico # The 201st Mexican Fighter SQuadron. Is now

operating in the Southwest Pacific area.

f . Portugal . If so desired by the Allies, Portugal stands

ready to provide minor forces for occupation of Portuguese Timor.

The Netherlands . Dutch forces may fulfill a minor role

in recapture of areas in the Netherlands East Indies,

We believe that offers from any nation of military and naval

assistance in the Pacific war should be. considered on their military

merits, and should be accepted only in case the forces offered are

trained and equipped to meet U S. standards of combat efficiency,

can be effectively employed in planned operations against Japan,

are reasonably self-supporting, and operate under U.S. control.

11
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12. In conclusion we desire to point out that throughout previous

staff discussions with the British we have emphasized that control

and direction of the war against Japan lies with the XJ.S. We be-

lieve that we should continue to follow that policy and that efforts

to bring the direction of the Pacific war under the laborious^

argumentative and time-consuming system of combined control should

be vigorously opposed.

12
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SALIENT FACTS AMD ESTIMATES

CAMPAIGN IM KOREA

1. Physiography and Climate . Rugged terrain In central and
eastern parts yith limited plains on vest. Only feas-*

ible approach is via Yellow Sea to west coast. Changsan-got
(90 miles SW of Heijo) Is only suitable landing area for large
force. Climate allows military operations throughout the year.

2. Enemy strength and capabilities .

Sl- Air . About 5000 planes of all types. Present Japanese

policy of employing suicide tactics permits use of all types

of planes. Doubtful if effort in Korea would ever exceed
200 sorties per day. This would fall off rapidly since all

out effort not expected.

b. Naval . Submarines and suicide craft would be employed
in Targe numbers but use of heavy units not probable

.

£-• Korea 6 divisions of fresh troops. These
could quickiy concentrate in objective area since only pne
feasible landing area exists. 25 divisions in Manchuria,
Their use depends on Russia.

3. Strategic conalderatj.ons ,

a. Advantages .

(1) Occupation of even a limited area would go far
towards completing the isolation of Japan.

(2) A beachhead area capable of basing 80O-IOOO planes
cpuld be seized and held.

(3) Aircraft could operate effectively against enemy
lines of communication.in North China, Manchuria^ Korea
and the Yellow Sea and assist in strategic bombing of
Japan.

b. Disadvantages .

(1) Requires a large scale amphibious assault without
benefit of land-based air against a region virtually unaf-
fected by the war.

(2) Would risk involvement with Kvantung and North China
armies in a position relatively difficult for us to rein-
force .

(3) It would require the employment of 12-15 divisions
in active defense of even a limited beachhead and a logis-
tic strain for the support of such a force which would
affect our capabilities for subsequent action.

4.

Conclusion . The results to be obtained by an attack on
Korea are not commensurate with the costs.
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SALIENT PACTS AND ESTIMATES

campaign in northwestern KYUSHU

As an Operation PollowinR Okinawa

1. Physiography. Terrain Is suitable for establishment of a

base Ox operations for:

a. A5r and naval blockade of Yellov Sea, Tsuahtma Strait,
and Sea of Japan.

b. Opening a sea route to Russian ports.

c. Destroying enemy forces in northern Kyushu.

2. Ini'llal Ob.iectlve . Fukuoka Area.

3. Enemy Forces .

a. 3 divisions and 2 depot divisions In northern Kyushu.

b. 3 divisions in southern Kyushu.

^.125,000 lightly armed and partly trained reservists.

Reinforcements - possibly 6 divisions.

e. Maximum air effort - 400 to ^00 sorties in any 24-hour
period

.

f. Naval forces chiefly submarines, midget submarines, and
small suicide surface craft.

Enemy will make desperate effort to defend this area.

4

.

Own Forces Required .

a. 17 Infantry divisions, 1 armored division, 2 airborne
diviai ons

.

b. Air forces - 37 groups or 2,600 aircraft.

£. Naval forces.

(1) 155 major combatant units.

(2) 426 light combatant vinlts.

(rO 255 light vessels for ralnesweeplng, etc.

(4) Simultaneous transport lift for 12 divisions
(180 APAs, 72 AKAs, plus smaller types).

Forces to be landed in first 30 days - 365,000.
Total forces to be landed - 850,000.

6* Discussion . In the restricted waters of this area, carrier-
borne aircraft cannot meet requirements of an operation of this
size. There must be land-based fighters within 300 miles.
Okinawa is 520 miles from Fukuoka.

6. Conclusion . Northwestern Kyushu is not suitable as an
invasion objective until land-based fighters are established
within 300 rabies.

Tab "G"- 19 -
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MEMOR/roUH FOR THE PRESIDENT ;

Subject: Campaign against Japan.

;

1. strategy . Ttvroughout the series of staff oortferencaa Vith

the British, ve have agreed that the over-all concept for the

prosecution of the van ixiciuded provision "to briiig about at the

earliest possible date the unconditional surroudor of Japan."

Wc believe that the only sure way, and certainly the quickest

'way to force the surrender of Japan is to defeat her lirmed forces

in the main Japanese islands. Kenco, at recent staff confer-

ences we have proposed- -and the British have af-,rcec\— that the

over-all objective of the Japanese war is "to force the uncoil- -

i

dltional sui’render of Japan by (1) iowerini^ Japanese ability and

will to resist by establishing sea and air bl,ockades, connuot-

ine intensive air bonbarc'unent and destroyinCi Jiipanese air end

naval strength j (2) invading and seizing objectives in the indus-

trial heart of Jap^n."

It is by no nveans certain that a capitulation by a J?,pau- .

ese government will be recognized by Japanese armed forces every-

where. If, following such an acUnowlodgment, her forces do no'^

surrender, their position will be so seriously Veakeneci as to

facilitate their defeat in detail, ilowovor, the possibility must

bo faced thvTt the Japanese forces everywhere must be defeated.

2. Presently planned cami^algn. Our agreed c oncep']^i^\c
»

•

tlons for the main effort in^tho Pacific var 13:

"FolloMinj;, the Okin:\m operation to seize addltiorutl

positions to intensify the blockado ond njr bombartoent of

Japan in order to create a situation favorable to:
' \

"An assault on Kyushu for the purpose of further roducir

Jopinese cajjabilitj es by containing, and destroying major enoni^

forces and further intensifying the blockade and uir bom-

bardment in oi'der to establish a tactical condition. favOJOsLio

to

:

- 1 -JCS 1388 Hlnclosure
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"The decisive invasion of the industrial heart of

Japan througli the Tokyo Plain.

"

Our canixiVi-ign plans have thereforo been designed to sojzo

positions pro{>ressivoly closer to the Tokyo Plain--the political^

industrial and communication center of Japan--vith a view to

isolctin^^ the Japanese islands and providing; sufficient bases

froi'A which, by sea and air bombardment, conditions will be

created which will make ultimate invasion of the Tokyo plain

acceptable and feasible. Ve have also endeavored so to dcsi^xi

the campalf^n that the Ja|xinosa canriot fail to see and fool the

results of its rapidly inci'^easlno* tojnpo and magnitude, with the

thou/^t that ot sonic stage of the campaign they will admit

defeat in order to avoid further destruction.

Thus far in this campaign ,vc have seized and developed air

and naval bases in the Marianas, ivo Jicia, the Philippines end

Okinawa. No further operations in the Ryukyus after comp.l^.tion

of the Okinawa c^irapaign are now contemplated; all available re-

sources are being utilized to develop air and naval bases in

Okinawa to maximum capacity by November 19^^5. By then It is

expected to have about 2700 land-based aircraft operating from

this area ond to have completed an ^dvonood fleet base and

anchorage. The mop. Tab ”A‘', shows thoi land-based :'.lrcrcft ex-

pected to be based within i’^ange of Japan by that time and bhc

areas they can reach. Meanwhile every e-ffort is also

to transport to the pacific from Europe tibc added

for a rapid and decisive campaign. In gent/ral the units needed

to build the required bases are being moved first, followed by

the required additional combat units, air and ground.
s

Already ve have oliminatod practlcslly cll Japanese sec

traffic between their main islands and points to the southward

of Shanghai, and severely restricted their traffic to Shan';:h<-1

and Yellow Sea ports. By November 19^3# when ^air operations

from Okinawa will be in full swing, there shou Ld remain to t)io
. I

'

Japanes^e only those sea routes across Tsushima Sbrait to i\orea/

' JCS 1388 2 EnclosuiMj
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and Sea- of Japan. It sh:?vld be noted that our air

^gj^™^nes ax^e alread^^ operatinc in these areas on a linited

scale. By November 19^5 the Japanese situation is expected to

be critical. Their fleet units in hone i^aterp have already been

so reduced as to no lon(;,er constitute a^stracei^ic factor. Their

air arm is elt*eady committing trainin£^ planes to ooiKbsl and vill

probably continue to devote much of their remaining -^ir pover

to suicide tactics. Their ability to move ground forces if
Japan from jAsis or vice versa is already reduced axid is estjrated^

to be not more than one dJvisjon a month . The mai-. Tab ’’D",

shous the ostimaLed Japanese disposition! 5 of ^jgrcund and air

forces about 1 November I9'!-5*

In order to obtain bases still closer to tfe.* Tokyo Plain

from which to au£;ment sea end air bojibardr.t ent, the

isolation of the main Japanese islands and to land baaed

air cover and support for Ihe Invasion .of t.he Tokjro shouid

thfit prove necessary, we have directed Goner *al MacArtln;^ and

^Admiral Nimitz to invade southern Kyushu abo\ it 1 Koveriber 19^5.

We have not yet directed the execution »of any ojjeratious

after the invasion of southern Kiushu, feeling that deci»:on

would bettor await further developiaents. Howev^or, plans arid

preparations are being nade tv invade the 'fokyo Plain—the polit-

ical, Industrial and communication center of jap >an- -about

months after the southern K^-ufihu operation, or al^out 1 March 1946.

We consider that this operation should be doclsivsS. By planning

and preparing for a supreme operation of this nar.aitude, we shall

be in a position to undertal^e any lesser operation should develop-

ments warrant.

In the period prior to tVie planried invasion of the Tokjo

Plain, every effort will be made to exploit ohe blocKa de and

bombardment of Japan. I.n this period, from bases presently and

prospectively available,, more bombs will bo diffiingg^.--jjQn.^ than

11 liulllji ll !' ii)were delivered against 'Germany during the entire European ‘k-rarv

If this blockade and bcjmbardment achieve decisive resultfj, these

will, in all probabill' ty, be Ibrought about by this scale of-

effort prior to the pi anned date for the invasion of the Tokyo

JCS 1388 - H - Enclosur'e
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Plain. Kovever, in tho event this invasion is not considered

feasible and accopbablc on the planned date, a course- of action

to extend bombardment and blockade j s open to us

.

\

5. Examination of the map. Tab shovs that bases on the

Asiatic mainland other than in Korea are too distant to be of

value In augnientin^; ^ur present capabilities forjscn and aii

bombardment of Japan and in cutting the remaining Japanese sea

routes across Tsushima Strait and the Sea of Japan. Furthex'-nor^j,

the blockade of the Yellov Sea end the sea areas to the aouthvord

is nbv virtually effective. There is also the likelihood that

any operation in North China, vith its vast area and large niu-iber^

of JaT^ne-so ground forces, vill develop into a vacuum craving evt.i

more and more U,S. forces into an indecisive and costly cariioign,

we therefore discarded, as unnecessary and diversionary, opera-

tions to sei^e bases on the coast of North China. jTho best ai'oas

from vhich to compileto the isolation of Japan are obviously oithe

in Korea or in the southwestern part of the Japanese Archipelago.

We considered three possibilities: Korea, the northwestern t^art

(

of Kyushu, and southern Kyushu. Tab shows tho salient facts

and estimates for campaigns in Korea.

We discarded Korea as a possible operation to follow

Okinawa because of its longer see approach, the paucity of ^
ood

beaches and exits therefrom, the rugged terrain back of the

beaches, the few airfield sites available for development after

seizure, and the great reinforcement capabilities of the Jap^^hesG

from their and as yot untouched army in northern China.

Furthermore, because of the distance from olcinawa bases, ve would

hove great difficulty Jn interfering by air action with the arriv

of Japanese reinforcements and in providing adequate air cover

support to the assault. The caripai^n is estimated to require

about the same commitment of forces as fox*’ the invasion of southe

Kyushu (U divisions),
iilTiffljl ;

Similarly we considered northwestern Kyushu unsuitable ns
\

an initial objective area following Okinawa because tho sea

approaches to the best landing area are restricted, well fdx'tiflc:*

7 ^
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ana heavily mined; and because of Japanese capability to rein-

force the area from two directions- -from southern Kynshu and
I

frou Honshu, The forces required for such an operatjon aro csti-

natod to be in excess of those for southern Kyushu

v

The seizure of southern Kyushu has been directed bocauso:

a. Its occupation is essential both for decisivfi assault

on the Tokyo Plain end strangulation of Japan through bonb-'^rd-

nent and through isolation from Korea ond the mainland of

Asia I

b* It is the most logical extension of our Oiierationa iu

the Ryukyus, since shore-based tactical air support can be

furnished froii Okinawa and lines of communication are shorter

than for any other practicable objective;

Airfields on which to base approxUnately hO groups (over

2500 aircraft) can be developed, from which we can practically

sever Japan* s last remaining communication with the mainland

of Asia and from which the air bombardment of the remalndor

of Japan c<nn bo greatly Intensified;

d* It will contribute toward the defeat of Japanese armies

in the Japanese homeland;

e. It may well be that Japanoso capitulation ’Jill be forcoc?

by this operation.

4. As to other oroas, Adnlral Mountbatten in the Southeast

Asia Command plans to seize a position in the Port Swetteniioi.i-

Fort Dixon area on the Malay Peninsula in the iotter half of

August 1945 and to follow this up with a c--^mpaign to recapture
f

Singapore beginning prob^’bly in Doc enbor-January ^^Genoral

Vedomeyor has advised that, in China, the Genera

,

to launch an overland advance with Chinese forces on the
''

Canton--Hong Kong area beginning about 1 Septembex’ 1945 ^'^nd to

follow up any Japanese withdrawals northward along the railroad

route in central China.

- 5 -JCS 1580 Enclosui’c
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5. Plans for the period after the invasion of the Tokyo Plain

cannot be made with firmness at this time. If the Japanese

continue to resist, plans must provide for further operations

in the main islands and for operations by ourselves or our

allies on the mainland of Asia against those Japanese forces

vhich continue to resist. We are striving to keep U.S. commit-
I

ments on the mainland to a minimum, through encouraging and

supporting maximum effort by the Chinese, and by the Rus-slans -f

they should enter the war. Hence, plans provide for continued
/

\U.S. aid to Chineae forces > the scale of vhich can probabJf be

materially increased later Iti the campaign. Should the J*ap0 nose

unconditionally surrender or concede defeat during the campaign

In Japan proper^ there vill still remain the slidable task of

disarming their forces everyv;here, assembling them at ports, and

returning them to their honie islands

.

1

6', Forces required for presently planned campaign , ijlstjTnates

of the forces required to execute the invasion of southern

Kyiashu and of the Tokyo Plain are shown on the map, Tab The

maps, Tabs "b" and show the deployment of land-bused airoYai

planned upon the completion of each of these two operations. It

is obvious from the maps that this air power will cover Japan and

the approaches thereto vith a blanket of destruction.

For the campaign as planned through the invasion of the

Tokyo Plain, it is expected there will be in the Pacific theaters,

India-Burma and Ch5na, by the spring of 19^^6 a total of 39 Army

divisions and 127 Army air groups ( 8,500 land-based aircraft) or

a grand total in /rmy forces of about 3 , 000,000 men. General

MacArthur has indicated that if opera ti ons ^re necessary after

the invasion of the Tokyo Plain, plans

movement of additional divisions from the U.3. to the pacific at

a rate of about ^ additional divisions per month, from a Planned

strategic- reserve of 17 divisions in the U^S,

jcs 1388 - 6 - Enclosure
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By 1 March 19^*S the following number of major combat ships

are scheduled to be fully operational in the Pacific Fleet:

10 BB (Battleships)
,

13 OBB (Old Battleships)

2 CB (Large Cruisers)

22 CV (Aircraft Carriers)

2 CVB (Aircraft Carriers (Large))

9 CVL (Aircraft Carriers (Small))

7^ CVE (^3 combat)
(Aircraft Carriers, Escort)

26 CA (Heavy Cruisers)

33 CL (Light Cruisers)

8 CL (AA) (Light Ci'ulsei’s)
(Antiaircraft)

36^ DD (Destroyers)

326 DE (Destroyer Escort
Vessels)

189 S3 (Submarines)

The above figures make no allowance for attrition. Thr-ee

months after the Kyushu operation it is estimated that approxi-

mately 10^ will either have been lost or still undergoing repAirs

to damage received in this operation. Of the operational ships

in service 75$^ will normally be constantly available for any

single operation. Others will be either undergoing operational

repairs or be otherwise ' employed.

It is estimated that approximately 3,600 carrler-bvAsed

aircraft will be available on 1 March 19^6.

^As a general stateme-nt It may be said that the forces of

all arms which are re-qulred for the operations we contemplate

are all those which can be effectively employed and supported

in tl>e theater within the means which will be avail .able to \\s

.

}

We feel that the unremitting application of this maximum force

is essential to defeating Japan at the least possible cost in

lives and resources
. ^

7. Casualties The, cost in casualties of the main opera-

tions against Japan are not subject to aeburate estimate. Tho

scale of Japanese resistance in the past has not

Casualty expectancy rates based on experience in the Pacif lo ^ •V''

JOS 1338 7 Enclosure
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vary greatly from Uie short bloody bittle of Tarawa to the

unopposed landing nt Lingayen. It wpuld he difficult to predict

vrhether operations on Kyushu would more closely resemble the

fighting on Okinax^a or whether it x;ould parallel the battle of

Leyte. However, it may be pointed out that the extent of the

objective areas in both Kyushu and Honshu gives us an opportunity

to effect surprise as to the points of landing and, once

ashore, to profit by our '’superiority in mobility and rncchtinl lied

power through maneuver.

Certain general conclusions can, be reached.

The highest casualty rate' occurs during the assault phase of

an amphibious operation; casualtjes In land varfare :ire o.

function of the le*ngth of campaign and of the scale of opposlcio.n

encountered. Naval casualties «can be expected to vary directly

with the number of amphibious operations involved and with
f

the length of the campaign. Casualties can be kept to a

minimum, then, by terminating the war at the earliest possible-

time by means of the fewest possible assault operations and by

conducting land campaigns only in decisive sareas. The
I

'

presently planned campaign, which involves two assaults followed

by land campaigns in tho Japanese homeland, is in conformity with

this principle.

8. Time . Under the campaign as planned, it is estimated

that the defeat of the Japanese in the Tokyo. Plain area and

the seizure of ports on Tokyo Bay x/ould be completed by mid-!19^l6.

Should it prove necessary to execute other toj

invading the Tokyo Plain, the earliest date by x^hich

latter operation could take place is estimated to be October
\

19^\6, because of adverse weather and ground conditions and

the necessity of further mobilizing resources. In either case,

the vmr should be over not later than the end of 19^6.

JCS 1388 - 8 - Enclosure



On the other hand, we are unJj.ble to estimate the time

required or the losses that will result in an effort to

defeat Japan by isolation, blockdde and bombardment without

invasion, because of our inability to predict at what stage

thereof the Japanese might concede defeat, and because of the

possibility that invasion of the Tokyo are-a would ultimately

be necessary. Ve feel that at best, such strrategy would

load to a longer and probably more costly war.

/ ;

9 . In sumriury, our planned course of action is*.

a; To proceed with an opei'ation against southern Kyushu

on 1 November ld)|5, as presently directed.

b. To plan and prepare for an invasion of the Tokyo area

with a target date of 1 March 19’><5.

£. To exploit to the utmost in the interim periods the

possibilities of blockade and air bombardment of Japan from

positions in the? Marianas, Ivo Jima, the Ryukyus and

Kyushu

.

d. To base the decision as to ope*i*atlons fclloving

southern Kyushu on developmehts

.

10* Russian participation in the war . Xn previous

discussions and correspondence vith the Russians they have

indicated that they would prphahly require about three mont>xs

after VE-Day for concentration of troops and supplies on

their eastern front. V/e have considered that Ruga La '3 entry at

as early a date us possible consistent with

engage in offensive operations is highly desirable

maximum ossistcnco to our Pacific operationaSnd" that the

primary objective of Russia's military effort should be to

contain and cliestroy Japanese forces in Manchuria.

JCS 1588 - 9 - Enclosure
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We believe that we can defeat the Japanese in the main

islands regardless of Russian entry, because of our own estimated,

ability to restrict movomont of Japanese reinforcements froiA

Asia, However, the defeat of the Japanese army in Moi-th ‘;hin.a

including Manchuria would bo n valuable contribution to th«

early and economical termination of the war.

As to basing U.S, forces jn Russian territory, this is no

longer considered necessary, and we therefore suggest that this

subject be discussed only if necessary in connoction with Russifin
-*-^1

diacussion of opening o. aoa route to

-

oth^r Pacjflc ports*

Opening a sea route to Russian ports nay wo 11 bo a result-
%

ant roquiremont of Russian ontry into the war. \V/o os Lima co that

it might be satisfactorily abcomplishod by u*S* convoy of cargo

ships in small groups vithout the necessity for our seizure of

Japanese territory or of basing forces in Russian territory

other than an advanced anchorage at Pctropavlovsk and ninor hose

facilities at the Russian termini. However, it should bo noted

that a more desirable plan would bo to routu the convoys through

Tsushtna Strait onco it is under our control, thus avoidipg bho

icc conditions of the northern streiits. Me should avoid Uy all

possible mosLXis U.S, coimriitment to costly operations in the

Kur^ilGs-Karafuto area for this solo put'pese.

Ill general, wo boiieve that the best policy is hot to ‘^vosit

the Russians for further information or for any coinmltmorit, o\xt

merely to declare our readiness to rocoivo and fully consider

any proposals which they may wish to maku.

11. Participation by other nations .

SL* By tho fall of 1945, the fjhiiJ^’^&tton.al Ann

will consist of about 2,500,000 men, of which

sions, ndw being trained under U.S, supoi^vision, can bo cou-

sidorod reasonably effective. There are approximately 500,000

unarmed recruits in training under tho ohinuse, and an csli-

mated provjnclal and local militia totsling about 1,0C0,’'000,

JOS 1388 10 Enclosure
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In addition, guor-rillas undor nonlnal contx-ol of tho o'cuti*al

Govorruacnt total about 300,000. Tho regular forces of thu

Ohinose^ Comunist Arraios amount to about 500,000.

It is ostiKiated that Japanese strength in China in tho

fall of 1945 excluding Manchuria, will bo about 900,000 non.

Therefore, it is considered that tho major share of Cix® ts

task of db'/eating the enemy in China south of Manchuria sh'uld

fall to China.

b. British Empire forces .

Army: 1 Canadian, 1 Nov Zealand, and 3 Australian

Imperial Divisions will be deployed in tho

Pacific; approximately 23 divisions will be de-

ployed in Southeast Asia, including English,

Indian and African units.

Air Forces: Nogotiations are in progress to na,ko use

of 10 squadrons of British bomboi's in the

Pacific, with a possible ultinato onplcynent of

20 squadrons .
' Tho RAF v/lll provide tho air un'i ts

found necessary for operations in. Southoc.at i.sic

.

Naval ForceS : Elements of tho Briti.sh Fleet will sup-

port operations in Southeast Asia; 3 nav-ai

assault forces, comprising amphibious lift for

about 3 divisions, will be available to tho

Southeast Asia command. Tho British Pacific

Fleet, consisting of 4 battleships, 5 carriers,

accompanying light naval forces and train, s

currently operating under Admiral Nimltz.

Estimated Japanese strength in Southeast .Ab^„ and Mo-laysia,

excluding tho Philippines, in the fall of 1945,

men. The British should continue their primary responsibility

for tho mop-up of these forces. Tho British Pacific Flout and

elements of the RAP mentioned above will participate in the in-

vasion of Japan.
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£ Curtain Pronch navoX vussels arc now under

operational control of the British East Indies Ploot. XI clous

not appear pi'acticable or desirable to employ French naval

vessels or air forces in Pacific operations, The P'rcnch have

offered a corps composed of two Colonial divisions for .epera-
I

tions in the Pacific. The question of whore and whun these

vdivislona can be best enployed IsTTnowibeing" examined. Ar-

rangements for the French must include ac^oquape provisions

against any repetition in the Pacific of the French vefucrlSj

which have occurred in. Europe, to obey military orclex's.

The Southeast Asia Command includes minor French forces
)

clandestine operations in Indo-Ohins,

Portugal > If 30 desirs..d by the Aillus, Fortune 1 strnds

ready to provide minor forces for occupation of Portuguese

Timor

.

e_. The KfcthorlcJi.ds . Dutch forces may fulfill o, minoi role
\

in recapture of <?.reas in the Netherlands East Indies.

Vg believe that offers from any nation to contribute tcl:un

or minor osststo.nce in the Pacific wo.r should be considered ou

their military moi-*its. The acceptance of any forces should he n

the bases that they arc to be trained and equipped to moot Q.S,

standards of combat efficiency, can bo effoctivuly employed, jn
1

planned operations against Japan, are reasonably s elf -supnor ting

and will operate as determined by the XJ.S, .

f

Oontrcll and Command in the pacific War ,

Throughout pf^ovious staff discussions with the British wo

have taken the position .that control? command and diroction of the

war in the Pacific lies vrlth the U.S,
[j

thus far liT.ve

committed thoir forces undei'* this aa^rangement*^

D i S < load- and pol-loy 4 Ue beliove that vo should continue tq

follow that policy and that any efforts which may be made to
I

\

bring the direction of the Pacific war under the laborious^

c.rguinentative and tirae-coiiaumlng system of combined control

should be vigorously opposed.
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It is estimated that approximately 3>600 oarrler-habed

aircraft will be available on 1 March I9H6.

As a general statement it may be said that the forces of

all arms which are required and which should be employed for

the operations we contemplate are all those which can be

effeetively-empleyed-and supported in the theater within the

means v-rhich will be available to us and which can be effectively

employed . V/e feel that the unremitting application of this

maximum force is essential to defeating Japan at the least

possible cost in lives and resources.

Replace Paragraph 7» Pages 7 and 8, with following, paragraph .

7. Casualties . Our casualty experience in the Pacific war

has been so diverse as to throw serious doubt on the validity

of any quantitative estimate of casualties for future operations.

The follovrlng data indicate results of experience.

b,S
Campaign Killed,

. Casualties
wounded, missing

Jap Casualties Ratio
Killed and Prisoners U.S.
(Not including wounded) to Jap

Leyte 17,000 78,000 1:4.6

Luzon 31,000 156,000 1:5.0

Iwo Jlma 20,000 25,000 1:1.25

Okinawa
00

(Ground
(Navy)

81,000
(not a complete count)

1:2

Normandy
(1st 30 days) 42,000 M ^ ^

(

The record of General MacArthur's operations from 1 Tferch

1944 through 1 May 1945 shows 13,742 U.S. killed compared to

310,165 Je.panese killed, or s, ratio of 22 to 1.

Tho nature of the objective area in Kyushu gives maneuver

room for land and sen operations. For these and other reasons

it is probable that the cost in ground force casualties for the

first 30 days of the Kyushu operation will be on the order of

that for Luzon. Naval casualties will probably be at about the

- 2 - mdosiire
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divisions-) are- being trained undei* UiS, supervision and

can be considered reasonably effective for 'offensive opera-

tions. Some of the balance of the Chinese Armies are

capable of defensive or occupation operations while the

large remainder, for logistical, political and other reasons,

are ineffective. Increase of supply to the Chinese Armies

is dependent on the opening of a sea route to a major China

coast port. Though we are planning to send several ship

loads of supplies to General V/edemoyer this summer, con-

tingent upon his seizing a harbor, no substantial diversion

of ships and men for this purpose can be made until the

campaign in Japan will permit.

It is estimated that Japanese strength in China In

the fall of 39^5 excluding Manchuria, will be about 900,000

men. Therefore, it is considered that the major share of

the task of defeating the enemy in China south of Manchuria

should fall to Cliina.

Replace paragraph 11 b, page 11 with the following paragraph .

b. British Empire (Commonwealth) Forces .

Army : 1 Canadian division has been accpptod for

participation in CORONET. 3 Australian Imperial

divisions are currently being employed in Southwest

Pacific Area under ^.S. command. The British Chiefs

of Staff have proposed (C.C.S. 889) a further contri-
\

bution of 3“5 British Commonwealth Divisions to

participate in the final phase of the campaign in

Japan, all to operate under It.S. command. The views

of the Australian and Now Zealand Governments on

this proposal have been requested by the British

Chiefs of Staff, but not yet received. The British

intend deploying Commonwealth forces to the extent of

21 divisions and l6 brigades (probably including the

- 4 - Enclosure
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above 3“5 divisions) in the Southeast Asia-East Indies

aroa» Under separate consideration is acceptance by

the U.S. of 1 Australian division to participate In

operations agaiiist Japan proper; acceptance of the

British offer In C.C.S. 889 will probably eliminate

this offer.

Air Forces ; Negotiations are in progress to make use

of 10 squadrons of British bombers in the Pacific, with

a possible xiltimate employment of 20 squadrons, filso

a force of approximately 15 tactical squadrons have

been offered for support of the 5-5 divisions Indicated

above, Ihe RAF will provide air units found necessary

for operations in Southeast Asia.

Naval Forces ; Elements of the British Fleet will

support operations In Southeast Asia; 3 naval assault

forces, comprising amphibious lift for about 3 divi-

sions, will be continuously available to the Southeast

Asia Command, should these elements not be used' in

the main operations against Japan. The British

Pacific Fleet, consisting of 4 battleships, 5 carriers,

accompanying light naval forces and train, is currently

operating under Admiral Nimitz, In addition, elements

of the East Indies Fleet are offered for support of

the 3-5 divisions proposed above.

Estimated Japanese strcaigth in Southeast Asia and

Malaysia, excluding tlie Philippines, in the fall

of 1945, i-3 about 600,000 men. The British

should continue their primary responsibility for

mopplng-up the Japanese in SM and the East Indies,

exclusive of the Philippines, Acceptance of the

latest proposed British Commonwealth contributions

- 5 -
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to the final phase of the war against Japan

(C.C.5 . 889) should not prejudice early accomplish-

ment of this task provided the assault lift availa-

ble to SACSEA is not employed elsewhere. The

British Pacific Fleet, elements of the Royal Air

Force, one Canadian division and possibly the

Commonwealth force proposed in C.C.S, 889 will

participate in the operation for invasion of Japan,

It is the intention of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

to turn over to British command certain portions of

the SWPAC area Including Australia, the Solomons,

New Guinea, Now Britain, New Irelemd and the

Netherlands East indies.

- 6 - Enclosure
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DOCUMENT 7

SUBJECT: AapUiying CctmentB on Planners' Paper for Presentation to tho
Presldont.

the rollowing points aro orran^jed seriatim in accordance with tho

appearonca of the sazae subjects In the paper tho Planners propose for

presentotlcn to tho President:

1« Our air and sea power has already greatly reduced aovement of

Jap shipplnr: 'sooth of Korea end should In the neat few oonihs cut it to a

trickle if not cboke It off entirely* Ucneo^ there is no need eeitlng

further positions In order to block Japanese ccwnunlcatlons south of Korea*

2« General ISacArthur and Admiral Himlts are in ogreeiaent with tho

Chiefs of staff in oolecting 1 Rov«c4»r as the tarijat date to go Into Kyu^

because by that tlnei

a* If we press preparations wc con be rei»dy*

b* Our astliaatos are that our air action will have smashed prac-

tically every industrial target worth bitting in Japan as well as destroying

huge areas in tho Jap cities*

Ctf Tho Japanese Havy, if any still exists^ will be cozaplstely

powerless*

d« Our sea action and air power will have cut Jap rcdnforcoment

capabilities froo the isaInland to ne^gible proportions*

Important oonsidorations bearing (7h tho 1 Rove&ber date rather

t)\an a later one aro the weather and cutting to a xslnlisua Jap time for

preparation of defenses* If wo delay noch after beginnint^ of Hovoaber

tho weather situation in tho succeeding mcxiths agy be such that the inyssjen

of Japan# and hence the end of the war* will be cteXeyed for up to 6 months #

3* An outstanding military point about attadcing Korea is the difficult

terrain and beach conditions which appear to make the only acooptsbXo assault

areas rosaxx in the southeast comer and Keijo^ woll up the weetem side*

To get U' if'iisan, which is a strongly fortified aresf wo must move large
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and vulMrable asaaolt Xorceo pMt hMvUy fortified Japeneee •3SS5Si~x:tr"

opexutlon appears aoro dlTfleult and ooatly than aasault on Kyu^a* ICeljo

«ppeara an eqoiiUy difficult and costly operation. ATtor m bava undaz^

taken either one of then i^a still vill not bo as for fomard aa qcSjoq Into

U« The Kyushu operation is essential to a strategy of strangulation

and a;.poars to bo the least costly iforth-«hllo operation foUo^tng Okinasa#

The ba^c point Is that a lodgea>ent in Kyuahu la easentlalt both to tiditerw

iag our atrsnriLe hold of blockade and boobardiagnt on Japon> and to forolm^

oapitulatjon by In^meion of the Tctoo Klaln»

Vto are bringing to bear against the Japanese emy veapon and all

the force m can eaploy and there Is no reduction In our neadjam possible

application of boribardasnt and blockade, idiilo at the sane tlxae rto are

pressing invasion preparations. It aacttS that If the Japanasa are ever

to capitulate short of complete wllitary defeat in the field they

irill do it ihen faced by the ooi^pdetely bopoless prosnoct occasioned by

(X) destruction already irroucbt by air boobardasnt mad sea blockade^ couplod

(2) a IcKidine on Japan indicating tho firmness of our resolutionp tnd

also portiaps coupled with (3) the entry or threat of eotxy of Uusaia into

the war#

6# TTlth referenoe to clesn«*up of the Asiatic mainland# our objootlve

should be to get the Hussiam to deal with the Japs in Itenchurla (and Korea

if necossaxy) and to vitallge the Chinese to a point where, with assistance

of Aaerlcan air power and sofoo supplies, th^ can mop out their own country#

7* Cag^altles . Our experience in tho Pacific war is so diverse as

to casualties that it is coi^idered wrong to give any estiaata In nunhers.

Using various combir.atlons of radfic eocperiencei the Vw Deperbsent staff

reaches tho conclusion that the cost of securing a worth^ehlle position in

Korea would almost certainly be greater bian the cost of the l^yushu operation#

Points on tho optiniatio side of the Kyushu operation are thati General

UacArthur has not yet oocaptod responsibility ^or going ashore idiere there

would be disproportionate casualties# Ihe nature of the objective area gives

room for maneuver, both oa the land and by sea# As to acy dlseusiiion of
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spoeinc oporatlons^ Uie rouoiiuig data is pertinentt

Jap Casualtlos
Casualties Killed end prlsgnars

Cospolftn KiUsd. Hounded, alsslns (not Indiailng nounded)
Ratio

U»S* to Jap

Isyto 17,000 78,000 ltU.6

Iazoq 31,000 I56»ooo lt5«0

Iho Jlna 20,000 25,000 1:1.25

Oslnatn 3U,000 (Ground) Gl.OOO 1:2
7,700 (Hayy) (not a oociplete count)

nonaandy
(1st 30 days) li2,000 mm wm ^ wm 9m

Tho rooottl of Oenoral UQCj\rth\ir>g oparftt5.ons Cxx>m 1 laaroh

throiigh 1 Kfly 19h^ ahoTO I3#7h2 killed oonpored to 310>X6$ Japaneao

klHcdt or a ratio of 22 to

Tbers is rsason to bslieve that tho first 30 days in Kyushu should

not oxooedi the price m have paid for Luacn. It is a gria fa^ that there

Is not an eaay, bloodloss say to viotoxy in sar oaX it la the thankloss

task of the leaders to maintain tholr firB outvard front idddi holds the

rsooluiion of their subordinates* Any irresolutloa In the loaders loay

result in costly soakoning azKi indecision in the suboxtilnates* It saa

this haalc difficulty slth the Prlns Idnlster xtiidx clouded and hoxapered

all our preparations for the croscHChannel operation now dexjonstrated as

having been essential to victory in Europe*

8* An Is^xsriant point about Russian participation In the lo that

the inpeot of Russian entry on tho already toj^eless Jeponsso nay well be

the daciaivo action levering them into oapltuXatiou at that tine or shortly

thereafter if we land In Japan*

9* In considering the laatter of conoand and oontrd in the PaeiXio

war idiich the British wish to raise at the nscct ccofbrence^ we leist bear

in Bdnd the point that anythiag siaacking of oocdxlned comand in the PaolflD

lalght Inoraaae the difficulties with llueeiA and pozhape with Chlm* Fuirther^

Qore tho obvious inoffioienoiea of oodblnod ccesaand noy directly result

in inoreesod cost in resouroos and Anarloan lives#

H#
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No. 596

740 00119 Oontrol (Jftpaa)/7-945

Memorandum, by the Legal Adviser (HackworthY

' [Washington,] July 9, 19^

The pr^ent system of military control in Japan must be uproofc

and not allowed again to asafert itself.

The people of Japan shall be given an opportunity to cont

their destini^ along peaceful lines.^ i
i Printed from ^an unsigned carbon copy. This memorandum constituw

redraft of two sentences of document No. 594, to which this paper is attached.;

* The second paragraph has been revised by hand by Dunn to read: “Whent
people of Japan have convinced the peace loving nations that they are going^
follow peaceful lives they shall be given an opportunity to control

destinies along peaceu^l lines.”

No. 597
7« 10119 P, WJ7-1346

The Acting Secre^ry of State to the Secretary of State

TOP SBCBBT \ Washington, July 13, IMS;

Dear Mr. Secretary: I 'am euclosing the text of the statemenVl^

which I made to the press on July 10 regarding Japanese peace feelei^

so that you may know just how the land lies. My purpose in doine

this was twofold. First, to put p, stop to the growing speculation nj

this country, as indicated in speeches, editorials, et cetera, as*

whether the Japanese Government.had or had not made a bona

peace offer. This trend of public thinking seemed to me to be <i

gerous, as tending to weaken the war morale of the country and

'

to create in Japan the belief that the American people are get

ready for a compromise peace and all th® Japanese have to do is'

continue to fight. Secondly, I believe that my statement will

created in Japan a situation where anything that the President nw
say as to what unconditional surrender wiU'ijiean and what it willf

mean will have maximum effect. In other ^rds, my statement y

not have contributed to creating in the Japanese mind any belief

to what, if anything, they can hope for, and i^Nthe President, «
individually or jointly with others, now conveys\he impression'

unconditional surrender may not be as bad a mattM as they had'

believed, the door may well be opened to an early su^ender. This

course is guesswork but it seems to us to be sound\guessworfc;

may say that my statement was unanimously approved by'^

* Text in Department of State Bulletin, vol. xin, p. 84.
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!. Secretary's Staff Committee, the Secretary of the Navy, and the

Office of War Inform^on.
i I hope that early action may be taken on the proposed statement by
sthe President which I ga^ you before your departure ^ spelling out a

*ttle more definitely what uhconditional surrender will mean.

With the very best of wisl:^ to the President and yourself in the

|reat job which you are about td'-undertake at Terminal, I am [etc.]

Joseph C Grew

>See document No. 694.

BASIC MILITARY OBJECTIVES, STRATEGY, AND POLICIES IN THE
WAR AGAINST JAPAN

No. 598
C. 8 Files

Memorandum by the Secretary oj the Joint Chiejs oj Staff {McFarland)

W SECRET

Minutes op Meeting Held at the White House on Monday,
18 June 1945 a.t 1530 ‘

•esent[:] The President
Fleet Admiral William D. Leahy
General of the Army G. C. Marshall
Fleet Admiral E. J. King
Lieut. General I. C. Eaker (Representing

L. General of the Army H. H. Arnold)
The Secretary of War, Mr. Stimson
The Secretary of the Navy, Mr. Forrestal
O’he Assistant Secretary of War, Mr. McCloy

Secretary

Brig. General A. J. McFarland

1. details of the campaign against japan

The President stated that he had called the meeting for the pur-

se of informing himself with respect to the details of the campaign
ainst Japan set out in Admiral Leahy's memorandum to the Joint

'efs of Staff of 14 June ^ He asked General Marshall if he would
Liress his opinion.

General Marsh alt^ pointed out that the present situation with

pect to operations against Japan was practically identical with

i. e., 3:30 p. m. ^

* Not printed herein. Text in “The Entry of the Soviet Union Into the War
"“inst Japan: Military Plans, 1941-1945” (Washington, Department of De-

e, processed, 1955), p. 76.

fNo. 5981
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the situation which had exkted in connection with the operatiq»1

proposed against Normandy. He then read, as an expression of |^|
views, the following digest of a memorandum prepared by the Joi

Chiefs of Staff for presentation to the President (J. C. S. 1388):*

Our air and sea power has already greatly reduced paovementi
Jap shipping south of Korea and should in the next few months q
it to a trickle if not chok&it off entirely. Hence, there is no need f
seiasing further positions in order to block Japanese communicat
south of Korea.

General MacArthur and Admiral Nimitz are in agreement
the Chiefs of Staff in selecting 1 November as the target date to

into Kyushu because by that time:

. If we press preparations we can be ready.

. Our estimates are that our air action will have sms
practically every industrial target worth hitting in Japan as

as destroying huge areas in the Jap cities.

c. The Japanese Navy, if any still exists, will be comple

powerless.

d. Our sea action and air power will have cut Jap reinfor

ment capabilities from the mainland to negligible proportions. i

Important considerations bearing on the 1 November date rat

than a later one are the weather and cutting to a minimum Jap
for preparation of defenses. If we delay much after the beginning (

November the weather situation in the succeeding months may \

such that the invasion of Japan, and hence the end of the war, wull

delayed for up to 6 months.
An outstanding military point about attacking Korea is the

cult terrain and beach conditions which appear to make the \

acceptable assault areas Fusan [Pusan] in the southeast corner
Keijo [Seoul], well up the western side. To get to Fusan, which isj

strongly fortified area, we must move large and vulnerable as5

forces past heavily fortified Japanese areas. The operation api
more difficult and costly than assault on Kyushu. Keijo appears i

equally difficult and costly operation. Alter we have underta'

either one of them we still wUl not be as far forward as going
Kyushu.
The Kyushu operation is essential to a strategy of strangula

and appears to be the least costly worthwhile ^eration follow

Okinawa. The basic point is that a lodgement in Kyushu is essen^

both to tightening our strangle hold of blockade and bombardm
on Japan, and to Forcing capitulation by invasion of the Tokyo PI
We are bringing to bear against the Japanese every weapon

aU the force we <»n employ and there is no reduction in our maxi
possible application of bombardment and blockade, while at the i

time we are pressing invasion preparations. It seems that iff

Japanese are ever vmling to capitulate short of complete mili|t

deieat in the field they wnl do it when faced by the completely iT

less prospect occasioned by (1) destruction already wrought '^
bombardment and sea blockade, coupled with (2) a landing on Jas

* Memorandum not printed. Apparently it was never presented to the Pre



Imdicating the firmness of our resolution, and also perhaps coupled

liith (3) the entry or threat of entry of Russia into the war.
> With reference to clean-up of the Asiatic mainland, our objective

should be to get the Russians to deal with the Japs in Manchuria

g
d Korea if necessary) and to vitalize the Chinese to a point where,

h assistance of American air power and some supplies, they can

p out their own coimtry. ''

'^Casualties. Our experience in the Pacific War is so diverse as to

Ssualties that it is considered wrong to give any estimate in numbers,
psing various combinations of Pacific experience, the War Depart-
fflent staff reaches the conclusion that the cost of securing a worth-

while position in Korea would almost certainly be greater than the

ieost 01 the Kyushu operation. Points on the optimistic side of the
iKyushu operation are that; General MacArthur has not yet accepted
|E8ponsibiIity for going ashore where there would be disproportionate

casualties. The nature of the objective area gives room for maneuver,
ihoth on the land and by sea. As to any discussion of specific opera-

tions, the following data are pertinent:

u

eyte

zon

Ivo Jima
)kinawa

IL

^Normandy (1st

U. S. Casualties
Killed, wounded,

missing

17, 000
31, 000
20, 000
34, 000 (Ground)

7, 700 (Navy)

30

Jap Casualties Ratio
Killed and Prisoners U. S.

(Not including to Jap
wounded)

78. 000 1:4.6

156,000 1:5.0

25.000 1:1.25

81. 000 1:2

(not a complete
count)

42, 000 — —
e' The record of General MacArthur’s operations from 1 March 1944
Ihrough 1 May 1945 shows 13,742 U. S. killed compared to 310,165
^panese killed, or a ratio of 22 to 1.

^There is reason to believe that the first 30 days in Kyushu should
exceed the price we have paid for Luzon. It is a grim fact that

^ere is not an easy, bloodless way to victory in war and it is the
Ibankless task of the leaders to maintain their firm outward front

•ch holds the resolution of their subordinates. Any irresolution

P>the leaders may result m costly weakening and indecision in the
^rdinates. . . .

important point about Russian participation in the war is that
^impact of Russian entry on the already hopeless Japanese may well
^the decisive action levering them into capitulation at that time or

tly thereafter if we land in Japan.
i considering the matter of command and control in the Pacific

which the British wish to raise at the next conference,* we must

p in mind the point that anything smacking of combined command
[ihe Pacific might increase the dmeuities with Russia and perhaps

China. Furthermore the obvious inefficiencies of combined
and may directly result in increased cost in resources and

;erican lives.

I'See ani«, p. 174, and post, p 921.
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General Marshall said that he had asked General MacArthy

opinion on tEe proposed operation and had received from him f
following telegram, which General Marshall then read:

“I believe the operation presents less hazards of excessive loss t

any other that has been suggested and that its decisive effect

eventually save lives by eliminating wasteful operations of

decisive character. I regard the operation as the most economi

one in eflFort and lives that? is possible. In this respect it

remembered that the several preceding months wHl involve practid

no losses in ground troops and that sooner or later a decisive groit

attack must be made. The hazard and loss will be greatly lessen

if an attack is launched from Siberia sufficiently ahead of our

date to commit the enemy to major combat. I most earneslW

recommend no change in Olympic. Additional subsidiary attad*|

will simply build up our final total casualties.”

General Marshall said that it was his personal view that thilt

operation against Kyushu was the only course to pursue. He fdb

that air power alone was not sufficient to put the Japanese out of

war. It was unable alone to put the Germans out. General

and General Eisenhower both agreed to this. Against the Japan

scattered through mountainous country, the problem would be m
more difficult than it had been in Germany. He felt that this

;

offered the only way the Japanese could be forced into a feeling

utter helplessness. The operation would be difficult but not more^
than the assault in Normandy. He was convinced that every

dividual moving to the Pacific should be indoctrinated with a fill

determination to see it through. Q
Admiral King agreed with General Marshall’s views and said tl

the more he studied the matter, the more he was impressed with

strategic location of Kyushu, which he considered the key to

success of any siege operations. He pointed out that within tb

months the effects of air power based on Okinawa will begin to,

felt strongly in Japan. It seemed to him that Kyushu follo~

logically after Okinawa. It was a natural setup. It was his op

that we should do Kyushu now, after which there would be time^

judge the effect of possible operations by the Kussians and

Chinese. The weather constituted quite a factor. So far as pre

tion was concerned, we must aim now for Tokyo Plain; othe.

we will never be able to accomplish it. If preparations do not^

forward now, they cannot be arranged for later. Once star

however, they can always be stopped if desired.®
i

General Marshall agreed that Kyushu was a necessity

pointed out that it constituted a landing in the Japanese horn

‘ Cf. Ernest J. King and Walter Muir Whitehill, Fleet Admiral King: A j

Record (New York, 19.52), p, 605, footnote 2.

I

V



^Kyushu having been arranged for, the decision as to further action

Icould be made later.

p The President inquired if a later decision would not depend on

lat the^ussians agree to do. It was agreed that this would have

insiderable influence.

The President then asked Admiral Leahy for his view^ of the

ituation.

^ Admiral Leahy recalled that the President had been interested in

)wing what the price in casualties for Kyushu would be and whether

not that price could be paid. He pointed out that the troops on

[Okinawa had lost 35 percent in casualties. If this percentage were

ItppUed to the number of troops to be employed in Kyushu, he thought

ftom the similarib}'^ of the fighting to be expected that this would give a

:good estimate of the casualties to be expected. He was interested

I
therefore in finding out how many troops are to be used in Kyushu.

I?
Admiral King called attention to what he considered an important

Indifference in Okinawa and Kyushu. There had been only one way
go on Okinawa. This meant a straight frontal attack against a

taghly fortified position. On Kyushu, however, landings would be

ide on three fronts simultaneously and there would be much more

fioom for maneuver. It was his opinion that a realistic casualty

pBgure for Kyushu would lie somewhere between the number ex-

rperienced by General MacArthur in the operations on Luzon and the

[Okinawa casualties.

^ General Marshall pointed out that the total assault troops for

phe Kyushu campaign were shown in the memorandum prepared

»r the President as 766,700. He said, in answer to the President’s

jestion as to what opposition could be expected on Kyushu, that

was estimated at eight Japanese divisions or about 350,000 troops

le said that divisions were still being raised in Japan and that rein-

orceinent from other areas was possible but it was becoming iii-

singly difficult and painful.

[The P^EESiDEisii^asked about the possibility of reinforcements for

lyushu moving south from the other Japanese islands.

' General Marshall said that it was expected that all communica-

ins with Kyushu would be destroyed.

Admiral King described in some detail the land communications

etween the other Japanese islands and Kyushu and stated that as a

Bult of operations already planned, the Japanese would have to

epend on sea shipping for any reinforcement.

?Admiral Leahy stressed the fact that Kyushu was an island.

was crossed by a mountain range, which would be difficult for

ither the Japanese or the Americans to cross. The Kyushu opera-

[No. 598]
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tion, ill effect, contemplated the taking of another island from which

to bring increased air power against Japan.

The Presiqiint expressed the view that it was practically creating

another Okinawa closer to Japan, to which the Chiefs of Staff agreed.

The President then asked General Eaker for his opinion of thft

operation as an air man. ,

General Eaker said that he agreed completely with the state-

ments maZeby^eneral Marshall in his digest of the memorandum
prepared for the President. He had just received a cable ® in which

General Arnold also expressed complete agreement. He stated th|kt’

any blockade of Honshu was dependent upon airdromes on Kyushu^

that the air plan contemplated employment of 40 groups of heavy

bombers against Japan and that these could not be deployed without

the use of airfields on Kyushu. He said that those who advocated

the use against Japan of air power alone overlooked the very im-

pressive fact that air casualties are always much heavier when the

air faces the enemy alone and that these casualties never fail to drop

as soon as the ground forces come in. Present air casualties are aver-

aging 2 percent per mission, about 30 percent per month. He wished

to point out and to emphasize that delay favored only the enemy and/^

he urged that there be no delay.

The ^R0i£EN3JTsaid that as he understood it the Joint Chiefs id

Staff, after weighing all the possibilities of the situation and considering

all possible alternative plans were still of the unanimous opinion th*|r^<

the Kyushu operation was the best solution under the circumstanc

The Chiefs of Staff agreed that this was so.

The pRE§inENT then asked the Secretary of War for his opinio)

Mr. Stimson agreed with the Chiefs of Staff that there was,)

other choice. He felt that he was personally responsible to

President more for political than for military considerations. It

his opinion that there was a large submerged class in Japan who d^l

not favor the present war and whose full opinion and influence

never yet been felt. He felt sure that this submerged class woi

fight and fight tenaciously if attacked on their own ground. He
concerned that something should be done to arouse them andi^l

develop any possible influence they might have before it bee

necessary to come to grips with them.

The
“

gf-RaTP^ij-T stated that this possibility was being worked;!

all the time. He asked if the invasion of Japan by white men wpi

not have the effect of more closely uniting the Japanese.

Mr. thought there was every prospect of this. He
with the plan proposed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff as being the^

* Not printed.
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thing to do, but he still hoped for some fruitful accomplishment

through other means.

:
PT7F.flTTur.M3ut.hen asked for the views of the Secretary of the

;

Navy. ,

i - Mr. Forrestal pointed out that even if we wished to besiege

J

Japan”for a year^ a year and a half, the capture of Kyushu would

^ stall be essential. Therefore, the sound decision is to proceed with

^
the operation against Kyushu. There will still be time thereafter to

[. consider the main decision in the light of subsequent events.

I
Mr. McCloy said he felt that the time was propitious now to study

I closely all possible means of bringing out the influence of the submerged

i group in Japan which had been referred to by Mr, Stimson.

I The President stated that one of his objectives in connection with

I the coming conference would be to get from Russia all the assistance

I
in the war that was possible.^ To this end he wanted to know all the

I
decisions that he would have to make in advance in order to occupy

|‘ the strongest possible position in the discussions.

I Admiral LEAHY_said that he could not agree with those who said

I to“him^nial unl^ we obtain the unconditional surrender of the

I
Japanese that wo will have lost the war. He feared no menace from

I Japan in the foreseeable future, even if we were unsuccessful in

I
forcing unconditional surrender. Wliat he did fear was that^our

i

ii^istence on unconditional surrender would result only in making the

Japanese desperate and thereby increase our casualty lists. He did

not think that this was at all necessary.

r^TEE President ^ted that it was with that thought in mind that

lie had left the doormen for Congress to take appropriate action with

[i^erence to unconditional surrender. However, he did not feel that

;ie could take any action at this time to change public opinion on the

1^
President said he considered the Kyushu plan all right from

[the military standpoint and, so far as he was concerned, the Joint

|Chi^s of Staff could go ahead with it; that we can do this operation

then decide as to the final action later.

^The President reiterated that his main reason for this conference

^th the Chiefs of Staff was his desire to know definitely how far we
(»uld afford to go in the Japanese campaign. He bad hoped that

iiere was a possibility of preventing an Okinawa from one end of

|wau to the other. He was clear on the situation now and was
mte sure that the Joint Chiefs of Staff should proceed with the

iiyushu operation.

I' Cf. Truman, Year oj Decisions, pp. 314-315, 322-323, 411.

[No, 598]
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With reference to operations in China, General Marse
expressed the opinion that we should not seek an over-ail command
in China. The present situation in which the Generalissimo

supporting General Wedemeyer, acting as his Chief of Staff,

entirely satisfactory. The suggestion of the appointment ofij

over-all commander mighl cause some difficulty.

Admiral King said he wi^ed to emphasize the point that, re

less of the desirability of the Russians entering the war, they werei

indispensable and he did not think we should go so far as to

them to come in. While the cost of defeating Japan would be great

there was no question in his mind but that we could handle it aloi

He thought that the realization of this fact should greatly strenj

the President’s hand in the forthcoming conference.

The President and the Chiefs of Staff then discussed certaj

other matters.^

* This paragraph may refer to discussion of a suggestion that the Japaj^
should be warned, before an atomic bomb was dropped on Japan, that the tli^
States had such a weapon. See document No. 592, footnote 2. J

No. 599
J. O.S Files

Memorajidum by the United States Chiefs of Stajf ‘

TOP SECRET [Washington,] 29 June U
C, C, S. 880/4

Development of Operations in the Pacific

1. In conformity with the over-all objective to bring about

unconditional surrender of Japan at the earliest possible date,

United States Chiefs of Staff have adopted the following concept

operations for the main effort in the Pacific :— J

a. From bases in Okinawa, Iwo Jima, Marianas, and the Philipp
to intensify the blockade and air bombardment of Japan in order

create a situation favorable to:
\

h. An assault on Kyushu for the purpose of further reduc

Japanese capabilities by containing and destroying major enej

forces and -further intensifying the blockade and air bombardn^
in order to establish a tactical condition favorable to:

‘ Noted by the Combined Chiefs of Staff at their 193d Meeting, Juw
See vol. II, p. 38. Cf appendix A to document No. 1381, printed in voL ie

i
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c. The decisive invasion of the industrial heart of Japan through
Tokyo Plain.

We have curtailed our projected expansion in the ilyukyus

deferring indefinitely the seizure of Miyako Jima and Kikai

Using the resources originally provided for Miyako and Kikai,

e'kave acceieratod the development of Okinawa. By doing this,

heater weight of effort will more promptly be brought to bear

t Japan and the risk of becoming involved in operations which

ht delay the seizure of southern Kyushu is avoided.

3. In furtherance of the accomplishment of the over-all objectives,

have directed :

—

The invasion of Kyushu, target date 1 November 1945.

6. The continuation of operations for securing and maintaining
Sebntrol of sea communications to and in the Western Pacific as are

uired for the accomplishment of the over-all objective.

c. The defeat of the remaining Japanese in the Philippines by such
Rations as can be executed without prejudice to the over-all

jective.

d. The seizure of Balikpapan, target date 1 July 1945.

The continuance of strategic air operations to support the ac-

mplisbment of the over-all objective.

t^4. Planning and preparation for the campaign in Japan subsequent

" the invasion of Kyushu is continuing on the basis of meeting ^
jet date of 1 March 1946 for the invasion of the Tokyo Plain.

1 planning is premised on the belief that defeat of the enemy’s

ed forces in the Japanese homeland is a prerequisite to uncondi-

nal surrender, and that such a defeat will establish the optimum
wpect of capitulation by Japanese forces outside the main Japanese

inds. We recognize the possibility also that our success in the

in islands may not obviate the necessity of defeating Japanese

ss elsewhere; decision as to steps to be taken in this eventuality

Bst await further developments.

5. We are keeping under continuing review the possibility of capi-

izing at small cost, without delaying the supreme operations, upon

apanese military detoi’ioration and withdrawals in the China Theater.

6. We have directed the preparation of plans for the following:

—

. Keeping open a sea route to Russian Pacific ports.

. Operations to effect an entry into Japan proper for occupational
poses in order to take immediate advantage of favorable circum-
''ces such as a sudden enemy collapse or surrender.

No. 5991
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KARA

COPY NO. 38

(SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION

PROPOSED CHi\NG£S TO DETAILS OF THE CAMPAIGN

AGAINST JAPAN

riefereiice: J U.S. I380

Memorandum by th^; Coimnander } n Chief , FDeet

and ChiGi of Nava] Q.iyerat ions

FF1/A16-3
Serial: 001573 20 June 1?^^5

I consider J*C.S. 138O satisfactoi’y Tor purposes of

discussion with the President, bub consldC'P that it shouDcl be

changed in certain respects, enumcraced below, before it is given

to the President.

2. 1 recommend that pose 7 -*' J.C.S. 138C be modified as

follows:

a. Change the first sentence of the first paragraph to

read ‘’By 1 March 19^1-6 the Poijovjng major naval vessels are

scheduled for oeployment in the Pacific:" Add to the list

of vessels shown: 17 AGC (Opeiatjonn and Command Headcaiarters

Ships), 223 AIV (.attack Transport Ships), IO8 AKA (Abt.^ol'

Cargo Ships), 799 LST (T.»mk J,nirding Shli^s), 491 hSM {Medjum

Landing Ships).

DISTRIBUTION COPY Goni NO^

A dimiru 1 Leahy 1
General Marshall 2 &
/dmJral King 3 &
General Arnold 4

General Handy 7
Admiral Edwards 8
Admiral Cooke 9
General Hull 10

General Norstad jJ

5 Admiral Duncan I2
h General Cabell 13

Goner'o I Lincoln 14
Captcln Campbell 15
Secy, JCS 16
Secy, JPS 17
Secy, JVfPO I 8



JOB SEOnET"

In the fifth line of the second paragraph delete

the word "constantly".

Modify the second and third line of tho fourth para-

graph to road^ "all arms which arc required and vrhich should

be employed for the operations we contemplate are all those

which can be supported."

ByJ2L KARA Di!s

3

.

Paragraph page 7^ on cosualties is not satisfactory.

Admiral Nimitz in his study of OLYMPIC has estimated that

there will be 49^000 casualties in tho first thirty days. It

appears to me that the Chiefs of Staff will have to give an

estimate of tho casua-Tties expected in the operation. As regards

naval casualties I believe that a fair estimate is that

will continue r-t approximately the; same rale as they have

occurred in the Glrinavu operation. Tho statement in paragraph

7 th:‘t tho highest casualties occ\n-» during the assault phase

of tho operations has not^ of course, been borne out in the latest

ovcrntlons in the Pacific viberr the Japanese hr vo chosen not to

defend tho beeches.

4. In paragrax>h ij a, page tho description of tho Chinese

Army is somewhat confusing and may leave the President in doubt

as to the numb^'r of uffectlve troops. Paragraph 11 a should

emphasize that the effect ivuriesr of any Chinese troops will bo

largely deperdi-nt on tho assist' nca the United States is able to

give in supplying and equipping those troops.

5 . Pax'sgraph jl b on page 31 clous not stress sufficiently

what is expected of tho British. The last two sentences of this

paragraph should bo changed to road:

"The British should continue their primary responsibl'! ity

for mopping ux?- tho Japanese forces in .Southeast Asia and the

East Indies cxclusJve of tho Philippines. The British

Pacific Fleet and elements of the Royal Air Force and First

jcs 1388/1



Canadion Division mentioned r.bovc will pr.rticlpote in the

operations for the invasion of Japan. It is the Intention of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff to turn over to British command

cortsin portions of the Southwest Pacific Aroo including

Australia, the Solomons, New Guinea, Now Britain, New Ireland

and the Netherlands East Indies."

6. 1 rocoKimcnd that, before the memorandum in J.C.S. ljt!3 is

presented to tho President;

a. It be amended as indicatod in paragraphs 2 and abovo.

b. The Joint Staff Planners bu directed to rewrite Usnra-

graphs 7 and 11 a thereof in the light of the comments in

paragraphs 3 ond 4 above

.

I MARA ntit l/k/Y
I

jcs 1388/1 22
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By KARA fl2!e i/i&V

DOCUMENT 10

25 Jiine 1945
/l/y^

UaiORAKDUli FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY, TOGS:

SUBJECT: ProjpbseH Changes to Details of the Campaign Against Japan
^(JCS 1388Aj^

Admiral King points out certain changes he considers should be
made in JCS 1388 and rec<»amends:

a. Amendments be made.

b. Joint Staff Planners rewrite two of the paragraphs in the
light of his comments*

JCS 1388, which Admiral King recommends be revised, is a proposed
memorandum for the President embodying the views of the JCS on conduct
of the campaign against Japan and giving the course of action they plan
to follow. It is to be furnished -Uie President in preparation for the
coming conference of Heads of State.

On 18 June the President met with the JCS and Secretaries of War
and Navy and, while JCS 1388 was not presented to the President, the
discussion was based on it.

Since some of the changes proposed by Admiral King are not
acceptable, the Chief of Staff should put his views on record in order
that they may be taken into account when the Planners revise the paper.

A memorandum, setting out the Chief of Staff's views and reasons therefor
A has been prepared for submission to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Since

this memorandum is fiiLly e:q>lanatory, its subject matter is not
repeated in these notes.

Action Recommended bv OPD

Sign and dispatch the attached memorandum to the Secretary, Joint
Chiefs of Staff.
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British Embassy here is communicating with London and shortly

after return to Washington of JCS officers now at Potsdam Dept

hopes to be able to prepare joint statement with British giving

Salfvzar present status of planning.^ ,

Grew
J(ohn] D H[icker8on]

* No communication was actually given to the Portuguese Government on this

subject until after the conclusion of the Berlin Conference.

USE OP ATOMIC WEAPONS IN THE WAR AGAINST JAPAN

No. 1303
Department of the Army Files : Telegram

The Acting Chairman of the Interim Committee ’ (Harrison) to the

Secretary of War (Stimson)

TOP SECRET Washington, 16 July 1945.

URGENT

War 32887. For Colonel Kyle's Eyes Only from Harrison for

Mr. Stimson.

Operated on this morning. Diagnosis not yet complete but results

seem satisfactory and already exceed expectations. Local press

release necessary as interest extends great distance. Dr, Groves

pleased. He returns tomorrow. I will keep you posted.^

^ Concerning the establishment and membership of this Committee, of which
Stimson was Chairman, see Stimson and Bundy, On Active Service in Peace and
War, p. 616.

* Stimson’s diary entry for July 16 concludes; “. . . At 7:30 PM Harrison’s
first message concerning the test of the S-1 bomb arrived and I took it at once to

the President’s house and showed it to Truman an,d Byrnes who of course were
greatly interested, although the information was still in very general terms,”
Concerning a further discussion of the message between Stimson and Byrnes, see

document No. 1236, footnote 6.

No. 1304
Depattmeut of the Army Files : Telegram

The Acting Chairman of the Ivierim Committee (Harrison) to the

Secretary of War (Stimson)

TOP SECRET Washington, 17 July [19]45.

priority

War-33556. TopSec Secretary of War from Harrison.

Doctor has just returned most enthusiastic and confident that the

Little Boy is as husky as his big brother.^ The light in his ^ eyes dis-

' i. e., Fat Man.
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cernible from here to Highhold ** and I co uld have heard his screams

from here to my farm.^

Stimson’s home on Long Island.
* At Upperville, Virginia.

Stimsoms diary entry for July 18 includes the following: “Harrison’s sec6nd
message came, giving a few of the far reaching details of the test. I at once took
it to the President who was highly delighted. ... The President was evidently

very greatly reenforced over the message from Harrison and said he was very glad

I had come to the meeting. . .
.”

No. 1305
Department of the Army FUes

The Commavding General^ Manhattan District Project {Groves) to

the Secretary oj War {Stimson) ‘

TOP SECRET Washington, 18 July 1945.

Memorandum for the Secretary op War

Subject: The Test.

1. This is not a concise, formal military report but an attempt to

recite what I would have told you if you had been here on my return

from New Mexico.

2. At 0530,^ 16 July 1945, in a remote section of the Alamogordo

Air Base, New Mexico, the first full scale test was made of the im-

» Stimson’s diary entry for July 21 contains the following information relating
to this document:

“. . . At eleven thirty-five General Groves' special report was received by
special courier. It was an immensely powerful document, clearly and well written
and with supporting documents of the highest importance. It gave a pretty full

and eloquent report of the tremendous success of the test and revealed far greater
destructive power than we expected in S-1. . . .

“At three o’clock I found that Marshall had returned from the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and to save time I hurried to his house and had him read Groves’ report
and conferred with him about it.

“I then went to the ‘Little White House’ and saw President Truman, I asked
him to call in Secretary Byrnes and then I read the report in its entirety and we
then discussed it. They were immensely pleased. The President was tremen-
dously pepped up by it and spoke to me of it again and again when I saw him. He
said it gave him an entirely new feeling of confidence and he thanked me for
having come to the Conference and being present to help him in this way."

Stimson showed Groves’ report to Arnold on July 22 (see document No, 1310,
footnote 3).

Concerning the discussion of the report with Churchill, see ante, pp. 203, 225.
Truman later stated that, following receipt of news that the Alamogordo test

had been successful, he bad called together Byrnes, Stimson, Leahy, Marshall,
Arnold, Eisenhower, and King and had asked them for their opinions as to whether
the bomb should be used, and the consensus had been that it should. See Hill-
man, Afr. President, p. 248. Truman apparently also received at this meeting
an oral estimate of the casualties to be expected in the assault on Japan if the
new weapon were not used. See iW<f.^nd Wesley Frank Craven and James
Lea Cate, eds.. The Army Air Forces in World War II (Chicago, 1948-1958), voL
v, facsimile following p. 712 of a letter from Truman to Cate dated January 12,
1953.

^ i. e., 5:30 a. m. All times in this memorandum are expressed in military
style, i. e., from 0001 hours (12 :01 a. m.) to 2400 hours (midnight).

[No. 13051
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plosion type atomic fission bomb. For the first time in history there

was a nuclear explosion. And what an explosion! . . . The bomb
was not dropped from an airplane but was exploded on a platform on

top of a 100-foot high steel tower.

3. The test was successful beyond the most optimistic expectations

of anyone. Based on the data which it has been possible to work up

to date, I estimate the energy generated to be in excess of the equiv-

alent of 15,000 to 20,000 tons of TNT; and this is a conservative

estimate. Data based on measurements which we have not yet been

able to reconcile would make the energy release several times the

conservative figure. There were tremendous blast efl'ects. For a

brief period there was a lighting effect within a radius of 20 miles

equal to several suns in midday; a huge ball of fire was formed which

lasted for several seconds. This ball mushroomed and rose to a

height of over ten thousand feet before it dimmed. The light from

the explosion was seen clearly at Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Silver City,

El Paso and other points generally to about 180 miles away. The
sound was heard to the same distance in a few instances but generally

to about 100 miles. Only a few windows were broken although one

was some 125 miles away. A massive cloud was formed which surged

and billowed upward with tremendous power, reaching the sub-

stratosphere at an elevation of 41,000 feet, 36,000 feet above the

ground, in about five minutes, breaking without interruption through

a temperature inversion at 17,000 feet which most of the scientists

thought would stop it. Two supplementary explosions occurred in

the cloud shortly after the main explosion. The cloud contained

several thousand tons of dust picked up from the ground and a con-

siderable amount of iron in the gaseous form. Our present thought

is that this iron ignited when it mixed with the oxygen in the air to

cause these supplementary explosions. Huge concentrations of

highly radioactive materials resulted from the fission and were

contained in this cloud.

4. A crater from which all vegetation had vanished, with a diameter

of 1200 feet and a slight slope toward the center, was foi-med. In the

center was a shallow bowl 130 feet in diameter and 6 feet in depth.

The material within the crater was deeply pulverized dii-t. The
material within the outer chcle is greenish and can bo distinctly seen

from as much as 5 miles away. The steel from the tower was evap-

orated. 1500 feet away there was a four-inch iron pipe 16 feet high

set in concrete and strongly guyed. It disappeared completely.

5. One-half mile from the explosion there was a massive steel test

cylinder weighing 220 tons. The base of the cylinder was solidly

encased in concrete. Surrounding the cylinder was a strong steel

tower 70 feet high, firmly anchored to concrete foundations. This
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tower is comparable to a steel building bay that would be found in

typical 15 or 20 story skyscraper or in warehouse construction.

Forty tons of steel were used to fabricate the tower which was 70 feet

high, the height of a six story building. The cross braciog was much
stronger than that normally used in ordinary steel construction. The
absence of the solid walls of a building gave the blast a much less

effective surface to push against. The blast tore the tower from its

foundations, twisted it, ripped it apart and left it flat on the ground.

The effects on the tower indicate that, at that distance, unshielded

permanent steel and masonry buddings would have been destroyed.

I no longer consider the Pentagon a safe shelter from such a bomb.

Enclosed are a sketch showing the tower before the explosion and a

telephotograph showing what it looked like afterwards.® None of us

had expected it to be damaged.

6. The cloud traveled to a great height first in the form of a ball,

then mushroomed, then changed into a long trailing chimney-shaped

column and finally was sent in several directions by the variable winds

at the different elevations. It deposited its dust and radioactive

materials over a wide area. It was followed and monitored by medical

doctors and scientists with instruments to check its radioactive effects.

While here and there the activity on the ground was fairly high, at no
place did it reach a concentration which required evacuation of the

population. Radioactive material in small quantities was located

as much as 120 nules away. The measurements ore being continued

in order to have adequate data with which to protect the Government's

interests in case of future claims. For a few hours I was none too

comfortable about the situation.

7. For distances as much as 200 mUes away, observers were sta-

tioned to check on blast effects, property damage, radioactivity and
reactions of the population. While complete reports have not yet

been received, I now know that no persons wore injured nor was
there any real property damage outside our Government area. As
soon as all the voluminous data can be checked and correlated, full

technical studies will be possible.

8. Our long range weather predictions had indicated that we could

expect weather favorable for our tests beginning on the morning of

the 17th and continuing for four days. This was almost a certainty

if we were to believe our long range forecasters. The prediction for

the morning of the 16th was not so certain but there was about an
80% chance of the conditions being suitable. During the night there

were thunder storms with lightning flashes all over the area. The
test had been originally set for 0400 hours and all the night through,

because of the bad weather, there were urgings from many of the

® Neither reproduced.

iNo.iaosi
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scientists to postpone the test. Such a delay might well have had

crippling results due to mechanical difficulties in our complicated

test set-up. Fortunately, we disregarded the urgings. We held firm

and waited the night through hoping for suitable weather. We had

to delay an hour and a half, to 0530, before we could fire. This was

30 minutes before sunrise.

9. Because of bad weather, our two B-29 observation airplanes

were unable to take off as scheduled from Kirtland Field at Albu-

querque and when they finally did get off, they found it impossible

to get over the target because of the heavy clouds and the thunder

storms. Certain desired observations could not be made and while

the people in the airplanes saw the explosion from a distance, they

were not as close as they will be in action. We still have no reason

to anticipate the loss of our plane in an actual operation although

we cannot guarantee safety.

10. Just before 1100 the news stories from all over the state started

to flow into the Albuquerque Associated Press. I then directed the

issuance by the Commanding Officer, Alamogordo Air Base of a

news release as shown on the inclosure. With the assistance of the

Office of Censorship we were able to limit the news stories to the

, approved release supplemented in the local papers by brief stories

from the many eyewitnesses not connected with our project. One
of these was a blind woman who saw the light.

11. Brigadier General Thomas F. Farrell was at the control shelter

located 10,000 yards south of the point of explosion. His impressions

are given below:

^‘The scene inside the shelter was dramatic beyond words. In and
around the shelter were some twenty-odd people concerned with last

minute arrangements prior to firing the shot. Included were: Dr.
Oppenheiraer, the Director who had borne the great scientific burden
of developing the weapon from the raw materials made in Tennessee
and WasHngton and a dozen of his key assistants—Dr. IQstiakowsky,
who developed the highly special explosives; Dr. Bainbridge, who
supervised all the detailed arrangements for the test

;
Dr. Hubbard,

the weather expert, and several others. Besides these, there were a
handful of soldiers, two or three Army officers and one Naval officer.

The shelter was cluttered with a great variety of instruments and
radios.

“For some hectic two. hours preceding the blast. General Groves
stayed with the Director, walking with him and steadying his tense

excitement. Every time the Director would be about to explode
because of some untoward happening. General Groves would take
him off and walk with him in the rain, counselling with him and
reassuring him that everything would be all right. At twenty min-
utes before zero hour. General Groves left for his station at the base
camp, first because it provided a better observation point and second,
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because of our rule that he and I must not be together in situations

where there is an element of danger, which existed at both points.

“Just after General Groves left, announcements began to be broad-
cast of the interval remaining'before the blast. They were sent by
radio to the other groups participating in and observing the ^est.

As the time interval grew smaller and changed from minutes to

seconds, the tension increased by leaps and bounds. Everyone in

that room knew the awful potentialities of the thing that they thought
was about to happen. The scientists felt that their figuring must be
right and that the bomb had to go off but there was in everyone’s

mind a strong measure of doubt. The feeling of many could be
expressed by ‘Lord, I believe; help Thou mine unbelief.’ We were
reaching into the unknown and we did not know what might come
of it. It can be safely said that most of those present—Christian,

Jew and Atheist—were praying and praying harder than they had
ever prayed before. If the shot were successful, it was a justification

of the several years of intensive effort of tens of thousands of people

—

statesmen, scientists, engineers, manufacturers, soldiers, and many
others in every walk of life.

“In that brief instant in the remote New Mexico desert the tre-

mendous effort of the brains and brawn of all these people came
suddenly and startlingly to the fullest fruition. Dr. Oppenheimer,
on whom had rested a very heavy burden, grew tenser as the last

seconds ticked off. He scarcely breathed. He held on to a post to

steady himself. For the last few seconds, he stared directly ahead
and then when the announcer shouted ‘Now!’ and there came this

tremendous burst of light followed shortly thereafter by the deep
growling roar of the explosion, his face relaxed into an expression of

tremendous relief. Several of the observers standing back of the
shelter to watch the lighting effects were knocked flat by the blast.

“The tension in the room let up and all started congratulating
each other. Everyone sensed ‘This is it!’ No matter what might
happen now all knew that the impossible scientific job had been done.
Atomic fission would no longer be hidden in the cloisters of the theo-
retical physicists’ dreams. It was almost full grown at birth. It was
a great new force to be used for good or for evil. There was a feeling

in that shelter that those concerned with its nativity should dedicate
their lives to the mission that it would always be used for good and
never for evil.

“Dr. Kastiakowsky, the impulsive Russian,^ threw his arras around
Dr. Oppenheimer and embraced him with shouts of glee. Others were
equally enthusiastic. All the pent-up emotions were released in those
few minutes and aU seemed to sense immediately that the explosion
had far exceeded the most optimistic expectations and wildest hopes
of the scientists. All seemed to feel that they had been present at
the birth of a new age—The Age of Atomic Energy—aud felt their

profound responsibility to help in guiding into right channels the
tremendous forces wMcb. had been unlocked for the first time in

history,

* At this point is the following manuscript interpolation by Groves: “an Ameri-
can and Harvard professor for many years”.

[No. 1305]
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to the present war, there was a feeling that no matter what else

might happen, we now had the means to insure its speedy conclusion

and save thousands of American lives. As to the future, there had
been brought into being something big and something new that would
prove to be immeasurably more important than the discovery of

electricity or any of the other great discoveries which have so affected

our existence.

“The effects could well be called unprecedented, magnificent,

beautiful, stupendous and terrifying. No man-made phenomenon of

such tremendous power had ever occurred before. The lighting effects

beggared description. The whole country was lighted by a searing

light with the intensity many times that of the midday sun. It was
golden, purple, violet, gray and blue. It lighted every^ peak, crevasse

and ridge of the nearby mountain range with a clarity and beauty
that cannot be described but must be seen to be imagined. It was
that beauty the great poets dream about but describe most poorly

and inadequately. Thirty seconds after the explosion came first, the

air blast pressing hard against the people and things, to be followed

almost immediately by the strong, sustained, awesome roar which
warned of doomsday and made us feel that we puny things were
blasphemous to dare tamper with the forces heretofore reserved to

The Almighty. Words are inadequate tools for the job of acquainting

those not present with the physical, mental and psychological effects.

It had to bo witnessed to bo realized.^

12. -My impressions of the night’s high points follow:

After about an hour’s sleep I got up at 0100 and from that time

on until about five I was with Dr. Oppenheimer constantly. Natu-

rally he was nervous, although his mind was working at its usual

extraordinary efficioncj'’. I devoted my entire attention to shielding

him from the excited and generally faulty advice of his assistants who
were more than disturbed by their excitement and the uncertain

weather conditions. By 0330 we decided that we could probably fire

at 0530. By 0400 the rain had stopped but the sky was heavily over-

cast. Our decision became firmer as time went on. During most of

these hours the two of us journeyed from the control house out into

the darkness to look at the stars and to assure each other that the one

or two visible stars were becoming brighter. At 0510 I left Dr.

Oppenheimer and returned to the main observation point which was

17,000 yards from the point of explosion. In accordance with our

orders I found all personnel not otherwise occupied massed on a bit

of high ground.

At about two minutes of the scheduled firing time aU persons lay

face down with their feet pointing towards the explosion. As the

remaining time was called from the loud speaker from the 10,000 yard

control station there was complete silence. Dr. Conant said he had
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nevei* imagined seconds could be so long. Most of the individuals in

accordance with orders shielded their eyes in one way or another.

There was then this burst of light of a brilliance beyond any compari-

son. We all rolled over and looked through dark glasses at the ball

of fire. About forty seconds later came the shock wave followed ^by

the sound, neither of which seemed startling after oui* complete

astonishment at the extraordinary lighting intensity. Dr. Conant

reached over and we shook hands in mutual congratulations. Dr,

Bush, who was on the other side of me, did likewise. The feeling of

the entire assembly was similar to that described by General Farrell,

with oven the uninitiated feeling profound awe, Drs. Conant and
Bush and myself were struck by an even stronger feeling that the

faith of those who had been responsible for the initiation and the

carrying on of this Herculean project had been justified, I person-

ally thought of Blondin crossing Niagara Falls on his tight rope,

only to me this tight rope had lasted for almost tliree years and of

my repeated confident-appearing assurances that such a thing was
possible and that we would do it,

13. A large group of observers were stationed at a point about 27

miles north of the point of explosion. Attached is a memorandum
written shortly after the explosion by Dr. E. 0. Lawrence which may
be of interest.

14. Wliilc General Farrell was waiting about midnight for a com-
mercial airplane to Washington at Albuquerque—120 miles away from
the site—^lie overheard several airport employees discussing their

reaction to the blast. One said that he was out on the parking apron

;

it was quite dark; then the whole southern sky was lighted as though
by a bright sun; the light lasted several seconds. Another remarked
that if a few exploding bombs could have such an effect, it must be
terrible to have them drop on a city.

15. My liaison ofl5.cer at the Alamogordo Air Base, 60 miles away,
made the following report:

“There was a blinding flash of light that lighted the entire north-
western sky. In the center of the flash, there appeared to be a
huge billow of smoke. The original flash lasted approximately
10 to 15 seconds. As the first flash died down, there arose in the
approximate center of where the original flash had occurred an
enormous ball of what appeared to be fire and closely resembled a
rising sun that was three-fourths above a mountain. The ball of
fire lasted approximately 15 seconds, then died down and the sky
resumed an almost normal appearance.

“Almost immediately, a third, but much smaller, flash and billow
of smoke of a whitish-orange color appeared in the sky, again lighting

[No. 1305]
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the sky for approximately 4 seconds. At the time of the original

flash, the field was lighted well enough so that a newspaper could

easily have been read. The second and third flashes were of much
lesser intensity.

“We were in a glass-enclosed control tower some 70 feet above the

ground and felt no concussion or air compression. There was no
noticeable earth tremor although reports overheard at the Field

during the following 24 hours indicated that some believed that they
had both heard the explosion and felt some earth tremor.”

16. I have not written a separate report for General Marshall as

I feel you will want to show this to him. I have informed the neces-

sary people here of our results. Lord Halifax after discussion with

Mr. Harrison and myself stated that he was not sending a full report

to his government at this time. I informed him that I was sending

this to you and that you might wish to show it to the proper British

representatives.

17. We are all fully conscious that our real goal is still before us.

The battle test is what counts in the war with Japan.

18. May I express my deep personal appreciation for your congrat-

ulatory cable to us * and for the support and confidence which I have

received from you over sinco I have had tliis work under my charge.

19. I know that Colonel Kyle will guard these papers with his

customary e.xtraoi'diriary care,

L E, Groves

{Enclosure 3]

Bulletin ®

Alamogordo, N. M., July 16—William 0. Eareckson, commanding
ofificer of the Alamogordo Army Air Base, made the following state-

ment today

;

“Several inquiries have been received concerning a heavy explosion
which occurred on the Alamogordo Air Base reservation this morning.
“A remotely located ammunition magazine containing a consider-

able amount of high explosive and pyrotechnics exploded.
“There was no loss of life or injury to anyone, and the property

damage outside of the explosives magazine itself was negligible.

“Weather conditions affecting the content of gas shells exploded
by the blast may make it desirable for the Army to evacuate tempo-
rarily a few civilians from their homes.”

‘ Not printed.
® Identified in the source copy as a clipping from The Albuquerque Tribune for

July 16, 1945,
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pEnclosure 4]

TOP SECRET [Near Alamogordo Air Base?], July 16, 1945.

Thoughts by E. 0. Lawrence^

Our group assembled at a point 27 miles from the bomb site about

two in the morning. We were on a plain extending all the way to

the bomb and although I did not notice carefully the mountains

seemed to be some miles away. We could see in the distance lights

defining the position of the bomb and at about four a. m. our radio

picked up conversations between the B-29s and the ground organi-

zation.

We soon learned that zero hour was 5:30 a. m. which was just break

of dawn. Naturally our tenseness grew as zero hour approached.

We were warned of the probable brilliance of the explosion—so bright

it would blind one looking directly at it for sometime and there was

even danger of sunburn!

I decided the best place to view the fiame would be through the

window of the car I was sitting in, which would take out ultraviolet,

but at the last minute decided to get out of the car (evidence indeed

I was excited!) and just as I putmy foot on the ground I was enveloped

with a warm brilliant yellow white light—from darkness to brilliant

sunshine in an instant and as I remember I momentarily was stunned

by the surprise. It took me a second thought to tell myself, “this

is indeed itll” and then through my dark sun glasses there was a

gigantic ball of fire rising rapidly from the earth—at first as brilliant

as the sun, growing less brilliant as it grew boiling and swirhng into the

heavens. Ten or fifteen thousand feet above the ground it was

orange in color and I judge a mile in diameter. At higher levels it

became purple and this purple afterglow persisted for what seemed a

long time (possibly it was only for a minute or two) at an elevation

of 20-25,000 feet. This purple glow was due to the enormous radio-

activity of the gases. (The light is in large part due to nitrogen of

the air and in the laboratory we occasionally produce it in miniature

with the cyclotron.)

In the earlier stages of rise of the flame the clouds above were illu-

minated and as the flame rose it was a grand spectacle also to see the

great clouds immediately above melt away before our eyes.

The final phases was the column of hot gases smoke and dust

funneling from the earth into the heavens to 40,000 feet. The column

was to me surprisingly narrow until high elevations were reached

when it foamed out considerably. The great funnel was visible a

^ This memorandum, which bears an uncertified typed signature, has the
following typed notation at the end: “This was written in aa airplane and
not corrected by the author.”

iNo. 13051
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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OP STAFF
Vashlngton 2$, D* C.

25 July 19U5

TOt Qeneral Gtfl Spaatz
Conaanding Oendral
United States Army Strategic Air Forces

1« The 509 Composite Group, 20th Air Force irill deliver its first
special bomb as soon as weather will pemit visual bombing after about 3

August 19U^ on one of the targetst Kiroshina, Kokura, Kiigata and
Nagasaki* To carry military and civilian scientific personnel from the

War Department to observe and record the effects of the explosion of

the bomb, additional aircraft will accompany “Uie airplane carrying the
bomb* The observing planes will stay several miles distant from the
point of impact of the bomb*

2* Additional bombs will be delivered on the above targets as
soon as made ready by the project staff* Further instructions will be
issued concerning targets other thaai those listed above*

3* Dissemination of any and all information concerning the use of

the weapon against Japan is reserved to the Secretary of War and the
President of the United States* Ho communiques on the subject or re-
leases of inforaa'ti.on wiU be issued by Comnanders in the field without
specific prior authority* Any news stories will be sent to the Wax
Department for special clearance*

U* The foregoing directive is issued to you by directioa and with
the approval of the Secretary of War and of the Chief of Staff, USA* It
is desired that you personally deliver one copy of this directive to
Qeneral NacArthur and one copy to Admiral Nioitz for their infonoation*

/s/ Thos. T* Handy
THOS. T. HAND!
General, Q*8*C*
Aoting Chief of Staff

513
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Docuitient 25

Papers of George M. Elsey

riQ FOF^S EUROPEAN*«HE^ER
STAFF MESSAGE CONTROL

INCOMING message

tJ R G E !? T

FROMj AGKAR V/ashington

TO ; Tripartite Conference Babelsbergj Germany

NO t WAR ^1011 30 July 19^5

To the President front the Secretary of V<ar,

The time scheduie on Groves* project is pro-
gressing so rapidly that it is now essential that
statement for release by you be available apt later
than -.Wednesday, 1 August. I have revised draft of
statement, which I previously presented to you in
light of^

(a) your recent ultiisatvun,

(3) Dramatic resxilts of test and

(C) Certain minor suggesti ohs jnade by British
^ of which Byrnes is aware.

^Tailo I am planning to stai*t a copy 'ey special
courier tomorrow in the hope you ban be reached,
nevertheless in the event he does not reach ycu in
time, I will appreciate having your authority to
have White House release revieed statement as soon as
necessary.

vICTOKy-IK-733 (31 July 19^:5) 302217^ Ghp

aa iiaa. bm. «s cai set < n
CSJ> X tm

\

THE WAKING OF AN EXACT COPY Or THIS MESSAGE !S rCRftlOOcN
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(LIMITED DISTRIBUTION)

4 August 19^5

JOII'JT WAR PLANS COMMITTEE

ALTERNATES TO "OLYMPIC"

Note by the Secretaries

The Joint War Plans Committee recommends that the Joint

Staff Planners approve the enclosure and forward to the Joint

Chiefs of Staff for their approval.

J.I.C. 511 as amended and approved by the Service Members,

Joint Intelligence Committee, is attached hereto as Enclosure "B".

J. T. HILLIS,

D. M. GRIBBON,

Joint secretariat.

DISTRIBUTION Copy No.

Asst. Chief of Staff (Plans), COMINCH
Asst . Chief Air Staff/Plans
Chief, S & P Group, OPD, WDGS
Plans Div* COMINCH - Asst. Plans Officer
Secretary, J.P.S.
Secretary, J.W.P ,C

.
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By (Tf MARA 0«e

ENCLOSURE

ALTERNATES TO ^*QLYMPIC*'

Report by the Joint Staff Planners

1. In Enclosure "B” (page 5) the Service Members of the

Joint Intelligence Committee report a considerable strengthening

of Japanese forces in southern Japan proper • Along vitb an

increase in ground units deployed in southern Kyushu, a con-

centration of aircraft, including the bulk of Japanese suicide

aircraft, and small suicide naval craft is reported in the area.

2, The possible effect upon OLYMPIC operations of this

build-up and concentration is such that it is considered

commanders in the field should review their estimates of the

situation, reexamine objectives in Japan as possible alternates

to OLYI4PIC, and prepare plans for operations against such

alternate objectives.

5. The Joint Staff Planners are preparing studies of alter-

nate objectives in the light of current intelligence estimates

These studies are to be made available to theater commanders

upon completion.

4. It is recommended that the enclosed message (Appendix

to Enclosure "A", page 2
) be dispatched to CINCPAC and CINCAPPAC

for action and to COMGENUSASTAP for information.

Enclos\ire *'A”1
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APPENDIX TO ENCLOSURE "A”

DRAFT

MESSAGE TO CINCPAC AND CINCAPPAC
INFORMATION TO CG. USASTAF

Copies of highly secret reports hy the Joint Intelligence

Committee (J.I.C. 511, Defensive Preparations in Japan) have been

furnished you. Report indicates strengthening of Japanese

forces and defensive measures in southern Japan to an extent

considerably in excess of that previously estimated as Japanese

capability by OLYMPIC target date. While these measures on the

part of tbe Japanese are not yet considered to require change to

your current directive it is desired that you give continued

consideration to the situation particularly as it affects the

execution of OLYMPIC, make alternate plans £ind submit timely

recommendations. Operations against extreme northern Honshu,

against the Sendai area, and directly against the Kanto Plain

are now under intensive study here.

- 2 - Appendix to Enclosure 'A
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ENCLOSURE ''b'U

DgPENSIVE PREPARATIONS IN JAPAN

Report by the Servico Members, Joint Intelligence Committee

THE PROBLEM

I, To summarize Japanese defensive preparations in the

following areas;

Southern Kyushu
Northern Kyushu
Shikoku
Kanto Plain

and to determine the priorities of defense accorded by the

Japanese

•

GENERAL SUMMARY

2, In antic jpation of Allied invasion of the Home Islands,

the Japanese are making a maximum effort to strengthen their

defensive capabilities in Japan Proper and to redeploy thoir

forces in accordance v;ith thoir own estimate of areas most

l^koly to be invaded Preparations for defense arc substantiated

by the following evidence; (a) ground forces are being

expanded at a greatly accelerated rate; (b) a policy of rigid

conservation of aircraft has been adopted, new airfields con-

structed, and air strength is being deployed to permit the most

effective utilize bion against an invading force; (c) stress

being laid upon the extensive defensive mining of approaches to

threatened areas arid the establlsliment of small craft suicide

attack bases in these areas; (^) emphasis is being givpn to

coordinated ground and air action to frustrate our landing

operations supplemented by small craft and ingenious weapons

to be employed in suicidal tactics. We believe that the

Japanese have accorded priority for defensive preparatJons in

the following order; (l) Southern Kyushu; (2) Shikoku;

( 5 ) Northern Kyushu; and (4) Kanto Plain. Apparently, the

Enclosure "B”
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Japanese anticipate heavy destruction of their communication

lines and are nov attempting to concentrate the greatest part

of the forces to be used for the defense of these vital areas

in close proximity to the most threatened points of probable

Allied assault.

PARTICULAR AREAS

3, There is every indication that the Japanese have been

giving the highest priority to the defense of Kyushu and par-

ticularly to Southern Kyushu.

Since early 1945, ground forces deployed in Kyushu have

been increased from 1 active and 2 depot divisions (totaling

with army troops some 150,000 men)^ to a present strength of

11 active and 2 depot divisions (totaling with army troops

about 54-5jOOO men). During recent months, 2 divisions irci'^e

brought in from Manchuria, 1 from Hokkaido, 2 from Honshu, and

1 fi»om an unknown location in Japan, v;hile 4 active divisions

were formed locally from depot divisions. In addition, 1

independent mixed brigade and 3 tank brigades have been

recently identified in Kyushu and one amphibious brigade has

been transferred from the Kuriles to Southern Kyushu, In early

1945 , about 75/j of all ground forces on this island were located

in IJorthem Kyushu, whereas nov7 7 of the li active divisions and

about 60% of the total strength ere deployed in Southern Kyushu,

Recent trends in the deployment of elementary biplane

trainer type aircraft for suicide operations likewise point to

the defensive priority which Is being given to the Kyushu area

by the Japanese. A total of 50 special bases for suicide

aircraft are thus far known to have been designated in Kyushu,

Honshu, and Shikoku west of 135^ longitude. The Japanese naval

air forces alone have deployed in this area 1,200 biplane

trainers designated for suicide missions at the time of

invasion. In comparison, only 32 such fields, 400 navy

- 4 .. Enclosure
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biplane trainers and 400 navy monoplane trainers have been so

designated in the area between 133^ ^nd 138^^ while only 22

suicide bases and 600 navy biplane trainers are thus far located

in the remainder of Honshu, which includes the Tokyo Plain,

Due to their greater range and mobility, the deployment

of combat aircraft is less indicative of defensive priorities

than in the case of elementary biplane trainers, but it is

significant that the major portion of combat aircraft in Japan

Proper is deployed or scheduled to be deployed at bases west of

138^ E,, thus placing tactical emphasis on the Kyushu-Shikoku

area*

The trend of aircraft fuel accumulations seems to be

generally in line with the present and prospective deployment

of combat and trainer type aircraft

The immobilization and destruction of practically all

large combatant units of the Japanese Navy has permitted the

release of personnel, possibly exceeding 100,000 men for other

assignments. There is evidence that many of these men from

the Kure and Sasebo area will be utilized for intensifying

defensive preparations in Kyushxi and nearby areas. Special

naval landing forces are undergoing combat training to support

army ground forces in defense against Allied landings. In

addition, numerous suicide attack units are being formed and

trained for employment in one-man torpedoes, midget submarines,

small sudcide boats, and as underwater swimming teams. There

Is also a strong possibility that a majority of Japan's remain-

ing destroyers will be employed in suicidal missions against

our surface forces

Many defensive mine fields have been laid and there is

considerable evidence that new types of mines which might be

effective against Allied landing craft are being set out In

waters of less than 15 fathoms along prospective landing beaches.

A very high priority has been given to the Kyushu area, the most

extensive mining taking place south of 35^ latitude. We believe

thrt these mining and other naval defensive preparations in

- 5 “ Enclosure ’’b"
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Southern Kyuahu vlll be completed by September. Already^ It

Is believed^ an extensive mine field has been completed along

the east coast of Kyushu from Tomitaka to Miyazaki. In ad-

dition^ other mine fields have been laid along the approaches

to Ariake Wan, Kagoshima Wan, and Tachibana V/an.

4, Shikoku . Defensive preparations In Shikoku vould seem

to indicate that the Japanese estimate the probability of

Allied landings on this island as being second only to in-

vasion of Kyushu or Puelpart Island,

In early 1945 no active divisions were Icnovn to be

located In Shikoku, the available ground troops at that time

consisting of 3 depot division and miscellaneous units totaling

some 50,000 men. In recent months, however, 1 division has been

brought in from Manchuria and 2 from Central and Western Honshu,

and 1 active division has been created locally. Present

strength, Including 4 active divisions, I depot division, and

miscellaneous units, totals about 150,000 men. Recent incor-

poration of the ground forces in Shikoku into an area Army

liGadquarters indicates the importance which the Japanese attach

to the defense of this island.

Present deployment of the Japanc.;se air forces, as de-

scribed in paragraph 5 above, afford the Japanese equal capa-

bility for the air defense of Shikoku as compared with Kyushu.

From their present bases all of the aircraft based in Japan

Proper vest of vould be vlthin range of our assault

forces attacking Shikoku.

From the naval standpoint, the Japanese are bel loved to

have established some bases for suicide attack units in the

Kochi (Lat. 35^ 53^ K, Long, 135^ 33^ E) area. Mines havo been

laid in the waters along the south coast of Shikoku In the

vicinity of Kochi and some of these mines may be of the

shallow water type for defense against Allied landing cr»aft

approaching the beaches. Defensive minefields havo also

been laid in Bungo Suido between Kyushu and Shikoku.

- 6 Enclosure ''B”
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5. Kanto Plain . V/hile there is considerable evidence that

the Japanese expect us to make initial landings in Kyushu,

Shikoku or some other area of Japan Proper prior to an assault

on the Kanto Plain, they do not exclude the possibility of am-

phibious operations against this latter area from our present

positions

.

In early 19^5 there vere only 4 active and J> depot divi-

sions, plus army troops totaling about 500,000 men, located in

the vicinity of the Kanto Plain. Progressive reinforcement of

the area has been carried out since March, 1 armored division

having been brought in from Manchuria, 2 active divisions from

other parts of Japan Proper, while at the same time 2 divisions

were activated locally frojn depot divisions. Present strength

in this area is estimated to be 9 active divisions, 3 depot

divisions and anny troops, totaling about 560,000 men. Ko

information is available regarding any unusual recent activity

Jn the strengthening of coastal defenses, although there Is

every reason to believe that here, as well as in other

tlrroatenod areas of Japan Proper, fixed defenses are being

constantly developed and improved.

Prom the air standpoint, while as stated in paragraph 3

above, there are at present only 22 special suloido bases toown

to be located oast of 138°, it must be borne In mind that all

trainer type aircraft as well as combat typos baaed in Central

Honshu would be within easy range of the Kanto Plain area.

At least one large, specially concealed air base is being has-

tily constructed in the vicinity of Koriyama through which a

largo number of trainer-type aircraft could be staged, or at

vfhich 100 suicide trainers could be based. Thus, while

tactical emphasis In aircraft deployment points towards the

Kyushu-Shikoku area, it Is obvious that large numbers of tralnor-

type as well as combat aircraft will be in a position to operate

effectively in the defense of the Kanto Plain.

7 - Enclosure *'b"
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Document 54

Papers of Harry S. Truman: President’s Secretary’s Files

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

Decenber 23 » 19$2

MEMOBAM)UH TO GENERAL ZANBRTt

Attached is a letter from Professor Cate
of the University of Chicago asking clarification
of the precise circumstances under which the first
atomic bomb was dropped on Kiroshina*

If this letter is to be answered, it may-

take some research in official files and discussion
with the President. Since this is am Air Force
project^perhaps it would be more appropriate if you
checked into this thing.

If, when the information is available,
you wish us to write a reply, we will be glad to
do so*

' t

IRVmO PERIMETER

Attaofanent
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CEICAOO 37 •ILX.tMOlS

DEPARTMENT OP HISTORY
112« BAST 59TH STS8BT

Deoember 6, 2S$2

The President
Washington, D« C«

Sirt

For several years it has been my privilege to serve as one of the
editors and authors of The Anny Air Forces In World War IT. a history
published on a non-profit basisUnder the joint sponsorship of the U.S«
Air Force and the University of Chicago, One of my t^ks for the fifth
volme, now in press, was to write m account ' of ^e'atpM
against Hiroshiiaa and Nagasaki « jto rMpecy*io* tKy de£iai^ to use the
h’oiab I have been faced >ilth an apparent dl8crepam^*"jn tjhe .avidence which
I have been' unaW^ to' reiipiye^, .aod>. in„api±S„QJLA.J»lii0.tance,to intnida „

,

upon the time of the President, 1 am turnip *S-.y9V; .

wMch you are the best, and perhaps the sole authoiity.
"

I have read with great interest your own statements - that released
on 6 August 19U5 and that contained in your letter to Dr. Karl T, Compton,
dated 16 December 19lj.6 and published in the Atlantic Monthly of Febmary
19U7» I have read also the late Mr. Stimson^ moi^ detailed account in
Harper »B Magazine of February 19U7 which is in perfect accord with yours
- the gist being that the dread decision for which you courageously assumed
responsibility was made at Potsdam "in the face of" Premier Suzuki *s re-
jection of the warning contained in the Potsdam Declaration of 26 July,
and that the motive was to avoid the great loss of life that would have
attended the invasion of Kyushu scheduled for November,

More recently I have seen a photostatic copy of the directive to
Gen, Carl Spaatz ordexlng him to daUver the first atonic bomb against one
of four designated targets; the document has been declassified and I am
inclosing a true copy. The letter Is dated at Washington on 25 July
and beats the signature of Gen, Thaaas T, Handy, Acting Chief of Staff dur-
ing General Marshall's absence at Potsdam, According to General Arnold's
statement elsewhere H. Arnold, Global Mission (New York, 19it9)# P*

i this directive was based on a memora^um dispatched by courier to
Washington after a conference on 22 July between Mmself, Secretary Stimson,
and General Marshall,

The directive contains an unqualified order to laxmch the attack
"as soon as weather will permit visual bombing after about 3 August 19U5*"
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The President December 6, 1952

There is no reference to the Potsdam Declaration which was to be issued on

the next day and no statement as to what should be done in the event of a
Japanese offer to surrender before 3 August. It is possible that the writ-
ten directive was qualified by oral instructibns, or that it was intended
that it be coimtermanded by a radio message if the Japanese did accept the
Potsdam terms, or that the directive was an erroneous representation of
Secretary Stimson’s real intentions. Nevertheless, as it stands the direc-
tive seems to indicate that the decision to use the bomb had been made at
least one day before the promulgation of the Potsdam Declaration and two
days before Suzuki «s rejection thereof on 20 July, Tol<yo time. Such an
interpretation is in flat contradiction to the explanation implicit in the
published statements, that the final decision was made only after the Japan-
ese refusal of the ultimate.

Because of the extraordinary importance of tlds problem, I am appeal-
ing to you for more complete information as to the time and the circumstances
under which you arrived at the final decision, and for permission to quote
your reply in the volume of which I have spoken. Tour well-known interest
in history has encouraged me to seek my information at the source, as the
historian should, vdthout apology other than for having intruded on your
crowded schedule rith a letter made overly long by my desire to state the
problem accurately.

JLC: jra

Inclosure
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•

Very truly yours,

u
James L. Cate
Professor of Medieval History
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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF
Washington 2$, D* C>

25 July 19U5

TOt General Carl Spaatz
Coamandlng General
United States Army Strategic Air Forces

1.

The 509 Composite Group, 20th Air Force tiill deliver its first

special bomb as soon as weather will pennit visual bcmbing after about 3

August 19l;5 on one of the targets: ffi-roshima, Kokura, Niigata and

Nagasaki. To carry military and civilian scientific personnel frcm the

War Department to observe and record the effects of the explosion of

the bonb, additional aircraft will accompany the airplane carrying the

bomb. The observing planes will stay several miles distant frcm the

point of impact of the bomb.

2. Additional bombs will be delivered on the above targets as

soon as made ready by the project staff. Further instructions will be

issued concerning targets other than those listed above.

3. Dissemination of any and all information concerning the use of

the weapon against Japan is reserved to the Secretary of War and the

President of the United States. No communiques on the subject or re-
leases of information will be issued by Ccmaanders in the field without
specific prior authority* Any news stories will be sent to the War
Department for special clearance.

U* The foregoing directive is Issued to you by direction and with
the approval of the Secretary of War and of the Chief of Staff, USA. It
is desired that you peraonally deliver one copy of this directive to

General UacArthur and one copy to Admiral Nlmitz for their information.

/s/ Thos. T. Handy
THOS. T. HiNDT
General, Q.S.C.
Acting Chief of Staff
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Document 55

Papers of Harry S. Truman: President’s Secretary’s Files

THE WHITE HOUSE

WA8HWOTOM

30 I>«e«siber 1952

Ha<ORASD\M TOR m PRSSIDBrr

Mr. PreBident, i-t voold "be Tery deatr&ble^

If you could do It, to let this historian luCve such

infomatlon as could be used In the history that he

is vriting concerning the circuonstances under which

the first atonic boabs vere dropped.

Incl
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THE WHITE HO
WASHINGTON dI,
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THE WHITE HOUSE

01? this
•the OKiGiNAli of Tft OF

i”»S lf!S>
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the white house
WASHINGTON
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THE ORIGINAL OF THIS DCXJUl^SNT
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Document 61

Papers of Harry S. Truman; President’s Secretary’s Files

THE V/MITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

MEMJRANDUH FOR THE HffiSIDENTt

At your request I hare reviewed your draft letter
to Frofessor Cate> and I have made a Tew slight revialons after
checking the details.

In your draft, you state that General Marshall told
you that a landing in Japan would cost a quarter of a million
casualties to the United States, and an equal number of the
eneoy. Mr. Stimson, in his book written by McGeorge Bundy,
says that Marshall's estimate was over a million casualties.
loTir recollection sounds more reasonable than Stimson* s, but in
ca*der to avoid a conflict, I have changed the wording to read
that General Marshall expected a minimim of a quarter of a idllion
casualties and possibly a much greater number «> as much as a
million.

secretary Forrestal does not appear to have been at
the Potsdam meetings until July 28, and your conferences about
the atom bomb appear to have thken place early in the meeting,
on July 22, 23 and 2h» Accordingly, I have deleted the Secretary
of the Navy from the list of those with whom you conferred.

I have also insezted a paragra^ explaining why the
ordert to General ^aatz were dated July 2$ rather than after
the ultimatum. This has been checked with the historianlof
the Department of Defense.

Russian entry into the war was less than a week before
the surrender.

I have delAtdd the last sentence of your draft, since
X think that it might be unfairly used ly the propagandists of
the political opposition. It states a fundamental truth, but in
a veiy restrained way, and it seemed to me that it nl^t raise more
problems than it would help.

I attach varioxxs memoranda to me on this subject from
Kenneth Eeohler who did the research.

DAVID D. mUD /
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Papers of Harry s. Truman: President’s Secretary’s Files

THE WHITE HOUSE
WA S K t N O T O N

J$itmry 12# 1^53

It' duf trofmtBoe

Tour of V^ombw^ 6, X9$2 hai ju«t xxnr bMn d«-
to M*

Vhen the nM8«ge oacoo to Potsd«a that a MiooaMful
atoKla explosion tad taken place In New Usstloo^ there was meh
eocolteaent end eoovereatloa ebont the effeot on the war then in
progreae with Japan*

Tbs next dagr I told the Prise Uinletar of Great Britain
and Oeneraliaalao Stalin that the explosion had been a auooees*
The British Frlns Idnieter nnderetood «d appreolabed what I^d
told hla> Prettier Stalin mdled and thanked ne for reporting
the explosion to hla# but I 'a sure' he did not undorstaad lie slg-
nlfioonoe*

I oallsd a neetlng of the Secretary of State# Ur* B^rnesj

the Secretary of bar# Ur* Stlttaon# Adalral Leahy# Oeneral Marshall#

General Slaenhower# Adnlral King and aorae others# to dlaouas what
should be done with this awful weapon*

I asked General Uarshall what It SK7uld cost in Uvea to

land on the Tokio plain and other plaoee In Japan* It was his
opinion that each an Invasion would ooet at a ttiniwna one quarter

of a million oasualtiea# and night cost as na^ as a nlUloo# on

the Aneriean aide alone# with an eq;ual nuaber of the enae7* The

other nllitaty and Daeal nan present agreed*

I asked Seoretary Stinson which cities in Japan were de*
Toted exolualvely to war troduotlon* He proeptly naned Ulroahlaa
end Nagasaki# aaong otbara*

Ve lent an ultlnatai to Japan* It was rejected*

I wdared atonic boadha dropped on the two dtles nauaed

on the way back fron Potedan# whan we were id Ihe middle of the

Atlantio Ocean*

In your letter# yea raise the fact that the dlxwetlwe
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to Oon«r«l Spute to proport for dtllTtrlng tbt boab is <tottd

Jnl7 It w»s of ooorto, ntoMtary to tot tbo

Uittrx tiittlt In Motion, at thott cx^itri did, but tht flnnl

dttltim «u in nar iMndt, end vna not xadt until «• «trt rt*
torotng from PottdaM*

Dropplt^ tht boobt tndod tht tmr, tertd livto, and

goTO tbt frtt nation* a ehtno* to foot tb* foots*

IQmq It looted a* if Jipan would ^olt, Botala borrlod

into tht traj its* than a vttk btfort tb* ttrrtndoTi to a* to

b« In at the aettltMtnt* Ko wUltarT- oontrlbotion vat nadt by
the Rustlane toiord viotoxy orer Japan* Friaonara were aurren-

dtrtd and ttanotanrla oooapitd by tb* SoTittt, as was Koras, nerth
of the 38th paralltl*

Sinotrely yours,

CiW) SUSE3C Sm Xhuan>

Profttaor Jasaa L* Cats,
Dtportaant of ttLstocy,

Iba UbiTtralty of Chioago,
1126 Ssst $9th Strttt,
Chloago 57,
lUiaoda*


